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SUMMARY 
This report presents the computer programs that have been 
used to study the trajectories of particles in the radial inflow 
turbines. Included are descriptions of the general technique 
that is followed by each of the rrograms. A set of subroutines 
that have been developed during the study are deeidribed. 
Descriptions, listings, and typical examples of each of the 
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INTRODUCTION 
Particle erosion in gas turbine engines has become important 
because significant decreases in the operating life and rated 
performance have resulted ,.,hen these engines are used in dusty 
environments. For example, the engines in military helicopters, 
operating at low altitudes and remote landing fields, have signi-
ficantly shorter life and a more rapid performance deterioration 
rate than engines operating from hard surfaced landing fields and 
at higher altitudes. Although these helicopters have main engines 
which utilize axial flow turbines, some also have auxiliary power 
sources for special devices which 
shown schematically in Figure 1. 
utilize radial turbines, as 
Radial inflow turbines have also 
been used on small portable power plants which are also likely to 
be used in areas where dust ingestion will occur. Radial inflow 
turbines also are seriously being considered for future use in 
advanced helicopter engines and transportation vehicles such as 
trucks, buses, and automobiles. These engines will at times have 
incomplete filtering of incoming air, leading to the ingestion 
of erosive-size particles that could seriously degrade engine 
performance. 
The radial turbine engines have" however, a more serious 
erosion problem than axial-flow turbines. In radial turbines, 
the heavier particles can experience a radially outward centri-
fugal force that is greater than the radially inward component of 
the aerodynamic drag force. In the axial-flow turbine, the centri-
fugal force acts perpendicular to the aerodynamic drag force. 
Thus, in radial turbines the heavier particles can be trapped 
between the stator and rotor, resulting in the particles striking 
the trailing edges of the stators and the ledding edges of the 
rotor many times. In axial-flow turbines, the particles generally 
move outward to the tip region, but all particles have a tendency 
to pass through the turbines. 
As a result of the wide interest in using radial turbines 
and because erosion seems to be more severe in radial turbines, 
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to study erosion phenomena in radial inflow turbines and to find 
ways of eliminating this erosion. Included in this investigation 
are analytical studies of particle trajectories through a radial 
inflow turbine and predictions of the effect of blade materials 
erosion by the action of particles. The results of these in-
vestigations will be pUblished in a series of five volumes. 
Volumes I through III (1, 2, 3) have dealt with the concept 
of erosive particle trajectories and studied the approximate 
velocities and types of impacts that occurred on surface inside 
a radial turbine as particles moved through the turbine. 
Volume III (3) indicated several possible problem areas 
within a radial turbine. The first is the region at the end of 
the scroll, where the more rapidly changing radius of curvature 
causes more moderate angle impacts by the particles. Because of 
the nature of the motion of particles in the scroll, those 
particles that do not immediately enter the stator will tend to' 
accumulate and enter a few of the blade passages near the scroll 
exit. Volume III also revealed that most heavier ~articles will 
become trapped in the vortex region of the turbine and repeatedly 
strike the trailing edges of the stator and the rotor leading edge. 
Volume IV (4) presented an analtyical study of the rate at 
which material is removed by ingested dust impinging on the internal 
surfaces of a typical radial turbine. The study indicates that 
there are several regions which experience very severe erosion 
loss, and other regions that experience moderate levels of erosion 
loss. 
The purpose of this report (Volume V) is to present the com-
puter programs that have been developed to trace the particle 
trajectories through the various parts of the radial inflow 
turbine. The programs will be useful for any future study of 
the erosion phenomena that might be considered for a given turbine. 
Several studies involving computer programs are cited within this 
report. These programs have been used to determine the gas flow 
solutions in a given geometry and do not offer a comparison with 

























A set of the program source decks on tape is available from 
COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Information Center) , 
Computer Center, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 3060l. 
The programs can be ordered by using the number of this Report 
as Identification. 
GENERAL NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE 
Main Programs 
Much of the analytical work that has been done in ~his 
series of reports has required the numerical solution of the 
ordinary differential equations that ~escribe the motion of a 
particle in a gas flow field. These equations are derived in 
Volume III (3); and their fi,'1a1 form which will be integrat.ed 
numerically is given as Equat',ion (17) in the same reference. 
These equations are expressed as a set of first order ordinary 
differential equations by assuming 
Y1 = r 
Y2 = eSr/eSt 
Y3 = e 
Y4 = eSe/1St 
Ys = z 
( 1) 

















Y6 --= lit 
(2) 
Where for spherical particles. The terms 
V
r
, Va and V
z 
represent the velocity of the gas relative to the 
moving particle. 
Vz = Wz - Y 6 
(3) 
In the solution of these equations, a fourth order Runge-
Kutta integration technique, as described in Reference 5 was 
used. The form of the integration formula is 
Y'+l . 
. J. , J 
for the differential equation 
where = f.(x.,y.) J J. J. 
(4) 


















Thp. values of the function f. corresponding to the equations 
J 
of motion (2) are: 
fl = v 2 
f2 
2 
+ 2Y1Y4 W + 
2 
+ Blvlvr - g cos(e-(1) = YI Y4 Ylw 
f3 = Y4 
f4 
1 [- 2Y2Y 4 - 2wY2 + Blvlve + 9 sin(e+a)] = Yl 
f5 = Y6 
In Equation (4), h represents the time increment between 
integration steps. In most of the work that is presented here, 
a value of 1 x 10-5 seconds was used. One of the longest 
trajectories in the scroll was calculated with different time 
increments to study the deviation in trajectories as the time 
increment decreased. The results of this numerical experiment 
are presented in Figure 2 which shows the variations in the 
angular position of the particle when different time increments 
were used. At the smaller time steps, the round off 
be reduced by switching to double precision. As the 
errors can 
time 
increment increases, the truncation errors can only be reduced 
if a higher order numerical procedur~ is considered. In this 
example, the trajectory is approximately 100 em long and the 
deviation of the trajectory by one degree would correspond to 
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turbine, the total distance traveled by the particle is much 
shorter than the distances indicated here; so the corresponding 
error in the position of the particle would also be much smaller. 
Also indicated in Figure 2 is the amount of central processing 
unit (CPU) time that was required for the various solutions. 
As the time increment decreases, the computational time required 
to complete the solution increases. 
In the programs that were used to calculate the gas flow 
field, the magnitude and direction of the velocities were 
determined at the grid points. A linear interpolation technique 
was used to estimate the magnitude and direction of the gas 
velocity at the points within the grid. An iteration scheme was 
used to calculate average gas flow field properties which were 
needed in the particle trajectory calculations at each time 
increment. Figure 3 illustrates the general procedure that 
was followed in this iteration scheme. After integrating the 
equation of motion over the time segment, the magnitude and 
direction of the gas velocity and the gas properties at the 
new particle location are found and used to calculate an 
improved estimate of the average velocity components and 
average gas properties. The program compares the new estimated 
average values with the old average values; and, if ne_essary, 
reintegrates the equations of motion to find a corrected 
new location for the particle. Usually the procedure 
converges in only a few iterations. In a few cases where the 
particle size was quite small, the procedure failed to converge 
in 100 iterations. When a smaller time increment was used, the 
solution could be found beyond the point where the iteration 
technique failed to converge. 
Generally, all the programs listed in this report will 
calculate several similarity parameters that are useful in 
relating different particles that have similar trajectories. 
These similarity parameters are explained in greater detail 
in Volume I (1) of thif series of reports, but it is worthwhile 













The characteristic length as calculated in the programs is 
o = 10 
"3 (7) 
This parameter can be used to relate trajectories of different 
particles in equivalent flow fields as long as the Reynolds 
number of the particle is generally greater than 500. If the 
Reynolds number drops below 500, the two particles may not 
fOllow precisely the same trajectory, but the trajectories will 
not be significantly'different. 




* 18 II g 
(8) 
This parameter generally applies to very small particles because 
its application is restricted to cases where the particles 
Reynolds number is less than 1. 
An approximate Reynolds number is calculated using critical 
gas flow properties and one half the gas velocity. This term 
calculated by the programs is 
Re = cr 
* p (V /2.) D g cr p 
* llg 
(9) 
Although this term was retained in the programs, experience has 
shown that is is not necessarily typical of the particles 
Reynolds number. 
Several special duty subroutines were used in conjunction 
with the main program to solve the particle trajectory. The 
remainder of this section will describe the subroutines that 
were used. In some cases, slightly different versions of a 
subroutine were used because of different types of geometry 
that occur between cases. The source deck listings of the 
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Subroutine BOUNCE 
The subroutin~ BOUNCE can be used in any program that deals 
with the trajectories of particles in a flow field where it is 
necessary to allow the particles to bounce off a surface. Gener-
ally, the main program will trace the particle trajectory and, 
at each new point along the trajectory, the main progrum should 
check the position of the particle. When the new position of 
the particle is found to be outside the boundaries of the contour 
surrounding the flow field, the main program specifies in ordered 
arrays the trajectory characteristics of the particle and the 
orientation of the boundary surface near the location where the 
particle impact occurs. The main program then calls BOUNCE, which 
determines the location where the partic:le trajectory intersects 
the surface and the time increment required for the particle to 
travel from the last point of the completed integration to the 
surface. The subroutine ~hen returns the bounce point, and the 
time corresponding to the particle motion away from the bounce 
point. Figure 4 illustrates the surface, particle trajectory 
intersection. 
Referring to Figure 4, the 
the trajectory that is still in 




P is the last 
and point i?i? 
of bounds. 
point along 
is the next 
Since these 
two points are vector quantities within the program, the particle 
velocity is calculated from the following equation: 
v = (pP - P)/h (10) 
Where h is the time increment used in the integration a~ep. 
The description of the surface near the location of the 
bounce is done in the main program by specifying three pOints 
that lie on the surface. These points are indicated by the 
position vectors A, S, and C within the subroutine. The sub-
routine then determines vectors AS and AC which lie in the 





























AC = C - A (12) 
Next the subroutine determines the unit vector normal to 
surface by calculating the cross product of AB and AC, 
then dividing by the magnitude of the resulting vector. 
Indicated below is the equation form of this operation. 
I j k 
AB x AC = ABl AB2 AB3 
UN= 
~~ AC2 AC 3 ""1 
+ (AB3 AC l - ABl AC 3) j 
+ (AB l AC2 - AB2 AC1) k 
AB x AC 




If lAB x Acl = 0 , the subroutine returns NFIX = 0 • 
This corresponds to a case where points A, B, and C lie on a 
straight line and hence are not sufficient to describe a 
surface. 
The next step in the solution of the bounce problem is the 
determination of the point, PB, where the particle bounces off 
the surface. This is determined by solving simultaneously the 
equations of the plane given by the unit vector UN and the 
point A and the straight line connecting the points P and PP 
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The equations for the line trajectory are 
( 17) 




The solution of these equations does not exist when the coefficient 
determinant is zero. The coefficient determinant is: 
UN l UN 2 UN 3 
V2 0 
2 + UN2VI V2 + UN3VI V3 ( 20) -Vl = UNIVl 
V3 0 -V 1 
The coefficient determinant will be zero in the special cases that 
are outlined below. 
Case 1. If UN l = 0, V2 = 0, V3 = 0, then the surface is parallel 
to the x axis and the particle motion is also parallel to the x 
axis. This event could not cause a bounce to occur. 
Case 2. If UN l 
parallell to the 
parallel to the 
= 0, UN 2 = 0, and V3 = 0, then the surface is 
(x,y) plane and the particle motion is also 
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Case 3. If UN l = 0, UN 3 = 0, and V2 = 0, then the surface is 
paJ:allel to the (x,y) plane and the particle motion is also parallel 
to the (x,y) plane, and no particle bounce takes place. 
Case 4. If Vl = 0, then the x coordinate of P and PB are the same. 
The solution of the intersection problem then requires use of 





The solution of this system of equations, with PBl = P1 provides 
the intersection point. In this case, the determinant can be 
written as 
( 23) 
It can be equal to zero if V2 = 0, and UN 3 = 0 in which case 
the surface is parallel to the (x,y) plane and the particle moves 
in the direction parallel to the z axis. Thus, PB2 = P2 and 
PB 3 = A3• This may also occur when V3 = 0, or UN 2 = 0 in which 
case the surface is parallel to the (x,y) plane and the particle 
moves parallel to the y axis. Then PB2 = A2 , and PB3 = P3 • 
All cases have been considered so far, ,since the three ve10ci hy 
components VI' V2 and V3 cannot be all equal to zero. 
The subroutine next calculates the distances between PB 
and P, PP and P, and PB and PP. These distances can be expressed 
in equation form as 
DPB = IpB - pi 
DPP = Ipp - pi 
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Figure 5 illustrates a situation that can occur sometimes 
near a surface. If the main program specified points on surface 
2, the incorrect bounce point is determined as indicated by the 
dashed extension of the trajectory. Similarly, referring to 
Figure 6, the incorrect bounce point which is obtained if the 
points/on surface 1 are specified in the main program. This 
type of error is avoided by consistently using surface 1. The 
distance DPP = IFF - pi is calculated and the subroutine checks 
to insure if it is greater than the distance DPPB = Ipp - PBI . 
If DPP < DPPB, then the subroutine returns NFIX = 2. The main 
program should be written to recognize this and to switch to 
the appropriate surface. 
The subroutine next uses one of two methods to determine the 
bounces from velocity components of the particle as the particle 
1 the surface. Method 1 is used when DPB ~ 2 DPP. In this case, 
segment before the particle travels over more than half the time 
the impact occurs. Figure 7 illustrates the technique that is 
used. The first step in the subroutine is to determine the point 
PN which is the normal projection of the point P onto the surface. 
This is found by solving the equation of the plane, Equation (16), 
and the equations of the line that passes through the point P 
and is normal to the surface: 
The following 
relations and 
UN l x 
UN 2 x 
UN 3 x 
y-P 2 
UN 2 
set of three 
the equation 
+ UN 2 Y + UN 3 




of the plane: 
z = Dl 
= D2 
a = D3 
13 
( 25) 
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Dl = UNl Al + UN 2 A2 + UN3 A3 
D2 = UN 2 P l - UNl P2 
D = 3 UN 3 P l - UN l P 3 (27) 
The solution of this system of equations gives the desired 
position vector FN. As in the solution of a similar set of 
equations for the bounce point, there are special cases that 
cause the determinant of the coefficient matrix to be zero. 
This determinant is 
UN l UN 2 UN! 3 





2 ) 3 (28) 
UN 3 0 -UNl 
The only possible case when this determinant would be zero occurs 
when UN l = O. If this occurs, then PNl = P l = x and a 




The solution of this set yields PN 2 and PN 3 • The determinant of 
the coefficient matrix of this last equation cannot be zero 
unless the surface unit normal vector is zero, which should not 
occur. 
The portion of the time increment that is needed to travel 
from P to FB is given by 
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This~time segment is used to calculate the components of the 
tangential and normal velocities. The tangential velocity 
is determined from the equation of the line between the points 
i?N and i?B: 
FE = PN + V([lt) ( 32) 
The incidence tangential velocity components are expressed in 
the program as: 
v tl = (PB1 - PN 1 )/DTIME 
v t2 = (PB 2 - PN 2)/DTIME 
v t3 = (PB 3 
In a similar way, the points i? and PN are used to determine 




The subroutine RESTeo is then called to determine the normal 
and tangential restitution coefficients. These coefficients are 
dependent upon the magnitude of the incidence velocity and the 
incidence angle. ETA(l) is the normal restitution coefficient, 
and ETA(2) is the tangential restitution coefficient. 
With these, the subroutine then determines the velocity 
components of the particle as it travels away from the point PB. 
VP = ETA(l) Vt + ETA(2) Vn 
(35) 
Finally, the subroutine oa1cu1ates the time elapsed, which is 
given by 
T = T + DTIME ( 36) 
15 
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Method 2 is used when DPB < t DPP. In this case, the 
particle travels over a very short distance along its trajectory 
between P and PP before it encounters the surface, including 
the case when the point P lies in the surface. Figure 8 
illustrates the technique that is used. 
The procedure is quite similar to Method 1, except that nO"I, 
PN is the normal projection of the point PP onto the surface. 
This point PN is found by equations that are similar in form to 
those used in the previous method. The difference is that in 
the places where coordinates of P occurred in the previous 
equations, the coordinates of PP now occur. Next the portion of 
the time increment that would be used to travel from PB to PP 
is determined using 
DTIME = H - DPB/VPP ( 37) 
The points PP, PB, and PN are used to resolve the velocity into 
the tangential and normal components, which are given by 
i = 1, 2, 3 (38) 
v . = (PN. - PPJ..)DTIME nJ. J. i = 1, 2, 3 (39) 
With the restitution coefficients found from RESTCO, the new 
velocities are determined as in the previous case. With the time 
correctly incremented to allow for the particle to travel to the 
surface, given by 
T = T + DPB/v:E>;? ( 40) 
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nFTA=UN(11**3+UNI11*UNI21**2+UNI11*UNI31**2 
IFI ARSIOFTAI.LF.1.0F-l21 r.n TO 140 
n( 21=D( l'*lJN(ZI-P(ZI*UN( II 
n(;I=p(ll.lJN('I-P(31*UM( II 
r,IL.!I= UI'.(21 




r,( 3.:; I =-I.IN( 1 I 
nli 130 K=l,3 
fjr, 11 0 1= 1 t 3 
nl 110 J=l.3 
110 r.<;( 1 ,JI =r.( I ,JI 
nn 120 1=1 d 
lLO r;S(I,K)=nlil 
P'I ( i( I = r, <; ( 1, 1 I *G5 ( 2.z ) *GS ( 3 '-31 +G <; I 1 .z I *G S I 2 , 3 1 * r, 5 ( 3 , 1 I foG S lId I 
1 • r, S ( ;> , 1 I * 1;<; I 3 , ;> 1- r; 5 I 3 , 1 I * r,S Ii, 2 I "G S ( 1 , 3 1- r, <; ( 3 , ;< I • G S I L • :; I * r. S ( 1, 1 I 





















IT \ n 
, ill ! Ii 
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r;,) TG lbO 
1" () P~ ( 11 = P ( 1 I 
')( .. 1 .n( 11 
I'QU'ICF 
') ( 51 ='IN ( 3 I .. P (ll-UN ( 21 * P I 3 I 
,)FTn~-UN(21**2-UN(31**2 
PI(21=(-r(4)*U'I(21-0(51*UN(311/nfTA 
r" ( , 1 : (I IN ( <' 1 *n ( <; 1 -I) ~J( 3 )* n (ftl 1 I OF T A 
ltoO ('-"ITI '\IU'" 
nATF = 751B2 
r. ")FT~K.I~·" prPTI'JN 'IF TIMF SFGMFNT IISFn TU TPAVFl FRO'" P TO PR. 
r 
(" 
')T (I'; =f'1 Pfl/VPP 
T<"(IlTlf.rr.lT.III r.tJ Hl 163 
·.'TT·~(t>tl010) 
101J F "1'~T U4J- nT IME IS GPEIITFR TI-IIN HI 
' .. lilT:;) 
";. TlJ''! \J 
r FXTE~T LI~r P~'-P8 THF P~OPEQ f'1ISTANCF TO FINn PNP. 
16/47/45 
r T'"HI FXT~I\jT A I. rr~" NUPMAL TO THr SUPFACE Ft'<nM PNP TO GFT THF POINT 
r ,\FTFr, rll')NCF, PP. 
e Fl'l') VFL'lrlTV rnllRnlNATES BASf.'O C'J PP, PB liND TTME PE~111INT~r, IN 
( 
r 
1(3 ") J 165 1=103 
'IT(II=(pr( 1'-f'N( IlltrTI).1F 
16~ V'dl'=(Pi\(1)-P!lll/IlTJMF 
VT(41= SOr.T(VT(11**2+VT(21**2+VT(3)**2) 
vrJ (41-= <; •• RT(VN( 1 1**l+VN( 2 1**2+VN( 31**21 
r~LL ~FSTrr(VN(41.VT(41.FTlII 
-"1 17.) 1-=1.3 
PI "( I I = r> II( I ) + ,. r 1\ ( 2 1 * V T ( I '" ( H- D T p~ F I 




r 11' PdlNT I' L Irs [1N SUPFlICF, USF PIJINT PP TO nFTFPMINF AFTFP 
c: 0.'1)"'1:1' STAH. 
r 
1 fJ () L, ,'J Tl ~IU F 
nl T~='j(,,( 1 )**3+UN( 11 *UN(21**2+UIIJ( 11*UN( 3) **2 
I~( I\SS(r~Tft).L~.1.0F-12) rnl TO 220 
") ( 2 I =" P ( 1 ) .. UN III - P P ( 2) *U 'I ( 1) 
n ( ) I = P P ( 1 ) *Ill\! ( 31 - p p ( 31 *UN ( 11 
r:U,ll-= 1111,(;» 




r;( \,31=-1)"( II 
r):' tlf) 1<=1,'1 



















































J ._J._ .......... J .. t 
L" Vr L .!l pOU~Jr F niH = 7,)lR7 16/47145 
r 
'111 19:) J=l, 3 
l~O GS(I,J)='I(,J) 
nil .tOO 1=1,3 
7)0 GSII,K)=f'I() 




r;.) Tn 740 
220 P'I) 1 1 ) = P P ( 1 1 
"1(41='1(11 
,) ( ~ 1 =IJ~' ( 3 1 * P P (2 1 -UN ( 21 *1> P ( 31 
,,~ H:- UN ( 2 1 *U~: ( 2 ) -lJ N!3 ) ,~ur.; ( 3 1 
O~(21=(-~(41.UN(2)-n(,))*UNI3)I/OETA 
P~, ( 3 1 = (lI~, ( 2 ) *n 1 51-UN (3 ) * 0141 ) 11)[ T A 




1"(nTIMF.~T.i.UF-121 GO TO 245 
',~Q 1 T" ( 6 ,1 0 Z 0 ) 
1020 "~cU'T(21H OTINF LF5S THAN ZfRIJ) 
'JFIX=O 
r. "ql=''1INr THI= PRI'PFR OISTANCE ALONG PN-PB TO FII\D PNP. 
C TH"', "XTf"lT A l. IN1' NO~MAL TO THF SURFACE 1'I10M PNP TO GFT THF POINT 
r !\FT'~ I1lhJNCF. PP. 
, F!~n VFL~rITY rrn'RnlNATFS HASFn ON pP. PR, AND T~E TIMF H. 
245 "111 ?!>0 1=1,3 
VT( !)=I PNI! )-PRI I) 1I0TTM1' 
? c; 0 V~I(!) = 1 P P ( ! ) - P N ( I I lID T I'" F 
VT(4'= snRTIVT(l'**2+VTI2)**Z+VT(3'**2) 
V'I!14,= snRT(VN(11**2+VNI2)**2+VN(3'**2) 
r ALL Q" S Tf n ( V'I ( " , • V T 1 4 , , F T A I 
nil Z6u T=l,j 
p', P ( f , = P ~ 1 T , +, T A ( 2 , * VT ( I , * DT 11011' 
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Subroutine RESTeo 
It was necessary to develop expressions for the normal and 
tangential restitution coefficients to describe the momentum 
loss experienced by a particle when it bounces off a surface. 
Initially, constant values of restitution coefficients were used • 
As a result, the particles that struck the surfaces many times, 
lost momentum with each bounce and eventually came to rest against 
the surface. This is unrealistic to occur, and therefore the 
available data on restitution coefficients was reviewed and the 
information obtained used to develop a set of empirical equations 
that would describe the restitution coefficient for all incidence 
velocities and all incidence angles. 
Data given by Grant (6) and Ball (7) indicate that the res-
titution coefiicients were functions of both the incidence angle 
and the particle incidence velocity. The data given by Ball (7) 
is perhaps more realistic because it applies to Titanium and 
Stainless Steel alloys which are more typical of blade materials 
that are used in radial inflow turbines. However, this data is not 
as extensive as the data given by Grant (6) for an Aluminum alloy. 
Because the more extensive data gave a better description of the 
variations that could be expected, the aluminum alloy data was used. 
The emperical expressions arrived at for the normal and 
tangential restitution coefficients are 
In this expression, nN and nT are the normal and tangential res-
titution coefficients and ~l' ~2' $1' $2 are empirical functions 
which go to zero as the argument goes to zero. 
Figure 9 shmvs the data obtained by Grant (6) for the normal 
restitution coefficient variation as the impingement angle changes. 
An assumption was made tho. t ~J 2 is one when the velocity is 76.2 
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points. Table 1 gives the coefficients of this polynomial for 
the normal restitution coefficients. The variation ,f the ~ormal 
restitution coefficient with the incidence velocity is shown in 
Figure 10. The experimental data points of Reference 6 are shown 
in the same Figure. It was assumed that the normal restitution 
coefficient increases to one as the incidence velocity decreases 
to l:ero. In order to develClp the empirical equation for 1jJ2' the 
value of *1 at 450 was used. A value of *2 equal to one was taken 
for incidence velocity of 76.2 meters/sec. The following expression 
was developed to express *2: 
*2 = 0.65 (1.0 (42) 
Equation (42) and the polynomial expression for the variations 
due to the incidence angle t"cre combined into a complete empirical 
formula for the normal x'estitut.ion coefficient. Figure 11 illu-
strates the variation in the restitution coefficient with the in-
cidence velocity and the incidence angles, acco::ding to the emper-
ica1 equation. 
In a similar way, the data given in Reference 6 for the tan-
gential restitution coefficients at an incidence velocity of 76.2 
meters/sec., was fitted with a polynomial expression as shown in 
Figure 12. In addition to the experiment 1 data points that were 
used, it was assumed that the tangential restitution coefficient 
was equal to one for incidence angles of 00 and 90
0
• The last two 
values were used, with the experimental data and these points were 
also used in the evaluation of the polynomial coefficients which 
are given in Table 2. Data on the variation of the tangential 
restitution coefficient with incidence velocity is indicated in 
Figure 13. It was assumed that the restitution coefficient goes 
to one as the tangential velocity goes to zero, this and the two 
points of the experimental data showed linear variation. Figure 
14 shows the family of curves of the tangential restitution coef-

















Because of the linear variation in restitution coefficient with 
incidence velocities, very low restitution coefficients are cal-
culated for very high incidence velocities. A lower limit of 
0.1 was placed on the allo,~able value of the restitution coef-
ficient as indicated in Figure 14. 
The next page contains a listing of the subroutine R~STCO, 
wh;i,oh receives the normal and tangential velocity components from 














'1ATr: = 751<l2 16/47/45 
'>U'IV'lLJT I~.,r PF~Tr(l( VN,VT ."TAI 
'11 ·.IF II. ~ I r~' • T A (2 I , /I ( 101 • R ( 10 I 
"~Tn ~/I.<l140,~.1171.-4q.lS2Y.1~1.03~2R,-174.4?4q.117.R72j, 
1 -~4.47~85,-16.7297,11.2300,-1.q79qq6/ 
f'AT~ I~/". 7715,-41.&808, t 78.16A'5.-424.3A62. 572. n31,-4llb.bb25, 
t "7.14?h,70.&51l.-~0.4qR2.9.67b71 
C 'HT.I I', HI!" qJ''''~'IITJ''JF C'l~Rr~pc.~')s TO V"LC1(ITlfS I'" FTlsrC. 
r ·d.Tr-'! \I TYF!ft.l. 1;1' ALUMINU'1 AN[1 SILlC"N PARTlfLES. 
e rT,\(l) IS THr f'·I.r.'\~.L PFSTTTUTlLlN CrF.FFICIF'lT. 




PH! O'IE =V 12 50. 00 
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Another subroutine that is used throughout this set of 
programs is the sUbroutine RNUMBR. This subroutine uses the 
Reynolds number determined by the calling program to find the 
drag coefficient for a sphere. The equations which are used to 
describe th~ drag coefficient are: 
24 Co = 4.5 + Re Re < 1.0 
CD = 28.5 - 24.0 (Log Re) + 9.0682 (Log Re)2 
- 1.7713 (Log Re)3 + 0.1718 (Log Re)4 - 0.0065 (Log Re)5 
1.0 < Re < 3000 
3000 < Re < 2.5 x 10-5 (43) 
This subroutine includes a factor DGFC, which can be used 
to determine the drag coefficient for non-spherical particles. 
A listing of this subroutine follows. 




nl\TF = 751il? 
SIJ~Poi.jTIf\;F PNUMIlR (PH.OLn,nr.Fr.Cn) 
IF( ~~S(RFhnLn).LT.l.DF-12) PF~nLD=I.O~-12 
IF("F~Jf!L(1.LT.I.O) GO Tn 20 
IF ((~FNOl n.r.F.I.D) .,H:n, (i<FNOL!1.1 T .1.DE 3)) r,r rei 27 
"r: n.lp 'J 
2~ rn=~r.Fr.(4.~.?4.0/~F~OLn) 
"~TlJl)" 
?7 ,\HC=AUif";( ~F~.!II n) 
rn=(?q.S-Z4.0.A~F.Y.06H2.AOF.*2-1.7713*A~~*.3+0.1718.1\RF**4 
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Subroutines ALOCAT, BLOCAT, and DLOCAT 
This series of subroutines are used to determine the location 
of the particle within a grid pattern so that the gas velocities 
and flow properties can be determined. Although each subroutine 
does approximately the same thing, it was found that each flow 
geometry required slightly different forms of the subroutine. 
Most of the geometries used in this study are such that the gas 
flow is described at nodes along the quasi-orthogonals of the 
flow. Generally, the indexes that locate the nodes are in in-
creasing order from inlet to exit. All of these subroutines check 
each orthogonal to find the first orthogonal beyond the particle 
location. The subroutine then sweeps from hub to shroud, or from 
blade to blade along the str~am surface until it determines the 
index of the streamline just beyond the particle location, then 
specifies the four grid points surrounding the particle. The sub-
routines check if the partic18 is out of bounds. If the particle 
is in bounds, then NOWT = 0, otherwise the code ",ork NOWT is set 
equal to a number that depends on the boundary. These subroutines 
are included with the individual program listings. 
Subroutine POLATE 
This subroutine interpolates linearly the properties of the 
gas flow at the location of the particle within a grid, using the 
known flow properties at the four grid points that surround the 
i',article. Figure 15 illustrates the grid points surrounding the 
particles that determined by the locating subroutines. The dis-
tances from the I)rthogonals to the particle location, Dl and 
D2 , are determin,~d first. Next the program calculates the distances 
from AA and AB to the particle location. All of these distances 
are used to interpolate the value of any flow property A. The 
same method is used to determine the r, z coordinates of the 
properties. The subroutine returns this property to the main pro-
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There are minor differences in the subroutines that are 
listed with each of the programs. These minor differences occur 
because of the significant differences in the geometries between 
different flow fields. For example, the STATOR program uses an 
r-8 grid while the ROTOR program uses an r-z grid. However, the 
subroutines all follow a procedure similar to the one outlined here. 
Function RUNGE 
This function uses a 4th order Runge-Kutta technique to 
integrate a system of simultaneous first order ordinary different-
ial equations over one time increment. A more complete description 
of the subroutine and the input and output quantities can be found 










The following sections will describe the programs, their 
input and output and other information that will aid in under-
standing their use. A complete listing of the program is included 
with a sample set of data to demonstrate the program output. 
PAROnl - Particles in a Vortex 
This program integrates the equations of motion to determine 
the trajectory of the particle in inward flowing free vortices, 
or whirling flows that have no radial components but do have axial 
components. The force of gravity acting on the particle can be 
included in cases where gravity must be considered. The solution 
is essentially a three dim~~sional one, but instead of allowing 
particles to bounce, the integration stops when the particle passes 
boundaries of the fluid flow. The cylindrical coordinat,~s, r, e 
and z, are used as indicated in Figure 16. 
Method 
Figure 17 is a flow diagram of the program PARDIM. The sub-
routine, VORTEX is used to provide the three components of the gas 
velocity and the necessary gas properties within the boundaries of 
the flow field. The function RUNGE is used to integrate the equations 
of motion. The general iteration technique that is used to calculate 
the average values of the gas properties at the particle :Location, 
and the method used to integrate the equations of motion of the 
particle have been explained before. 
The first call of subroutine VORTEX allows the general charac-
teristics of the gas flow to be introduced into the subroutine. 
Subsequent calls return the velocity components, static gas temper-
ature and density that are the solution of the free vortex flm." at 
the radial location of the particle. The equations that govern the 
gas flow field are; conservation of momentum, A = rvu = constant, 



























The solutior. for the mass flow in the subroutine VORTEX uses 
an iteration technique that will sometimes fail to converge when 
the velocities become large. If this occurs, the subroutine prints 
"VORTEX FAILED TO CONVERGE AT LOCATION R = , .. and then sets a 
parameter that causes the main program to proceed to the next data 
set. A second message can sometimes be printed by the same sub-
routine if the flow of gas in a compressible free vortex has a 
supersonic solution. The message "CHOKED FLOW" will be printed in 
such case. 
Input 
There are two sets of input. The first set specifies the 
nature of the gas flow and consists of 4 cards at the front of the 
input data. This program is written so than any consistent system 
of units may be used. 
The first four data cards take the following form. 
DANGLE, TMAX, RMIN, RMAX, ANGMAX, Z~1AX (6F10.4) 
VISREF, TREF, TSUT, GAM, RGAS, DGFC (E20.S, SF10.4) 
RIN, VRIN, VUIN, VZIN, TT, RHOT 
ALPHA, BETA, GRAVITY 
These variables are defined later. 
(SF10.4, ElO.4) 
(3F10.4) 
The second set of data cards specifies the particle size 
and density and the initial position and velocity of the particle. 
Each particle can be described by four input data cards which take 
the following form. 
TITLE 
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For studies that are done with multiple particles, additional 
second sets of input'data ~ards may be stacked together. When the 
program completes one set it goes to the next set automatically.
 
An explanation of the input variables of both sets follows. 
DANGLE - Data is printed every DANGLE degrees. 
TMAX - The program truncates the solution when time exceeds TMAX 
seconds and goes to the next particle. 
RMIN - The program stops and goes to the next data set when the 
particle radial location is smaller than RMIN. (Length units). 
RMAX - The program stops and goes to the next data set when the 
particle radial location is larger than RMAX. (Length units). 
ANGMAX - The program stops and goes to the next data set when 
the particle angular position is greater than ANGMAX in degrees. 
ZMAX - The program stops and goes to the next data set when the 
particle axial position is greater than ZMAX. 
VISREF - Reference viscosity corresponding to 
Sutherland's Law. (Mass/Length x Time). 
(Length units). 
TREF. Used in 
TREF - Reference temperature corresponding to VISREF. Used in 
Sutherland's Law. (Absolute degrees). 
TSUT - Constant used in Sutherland's Law. (19B.G
o R or 110oK). 
G~ - Ratio of e~ecific heats . 
RGAS Gas constant. (Length2/Time
2 Deg. Abs.). 
DGFC - Drag Factor - The spherical drag coefficient based on 
Reynolds Number is multiplied by DGFC. Except in very special 
cases, this should be 1.0. 
RIN - Radius at inlet of the gas stream. (Length). 
VRIN, VUIN, VZIN - Radial, tangential, and axial components of 
the gas velocity at RIN. In an inward flowing vortex, the radial
 
component should be negative. (Length/Time) • 
TT - Stagnation inlet. temperature. (Degrees Abs.). 
RHOT - Stagnation inlet density. (Mass/Length
3). 
ALPHA - Angle of z-axis with respect to the horizontal. 
(Degrees). See Figure lB. 
BETA - Angle of the turbine verticle axis with respect to the 



















GRAVTY - Acceleration of Gravity. (Length/Time2 ) • 
TITLE - The first card is reproduced at the top of the first 
page of output for each particle. 
to 72 will be reproduced. 
Any statement in columns 2 
YR(l) - Initial particle radial position. 
YR(2) - Initial particle radial velocity. 
(Length) • 
(Length/Time) • 
im~ard moving particle, the radial component is negative. 








angular velocity, e. (Radians/Sec). 
axial position. (Length). 
YR(6) - Initial particle axial velocity. (Length/Time). 
RHOP - Particle density. (Mass/Length3 ). 
DIA - Particle diameter. (Length). 
NSTEP - An integer that is not used in this program. 
H - Integration time increment. (Time). 
Output 
The first part of the output is an echo check of the first 
set of data cards which are used to describe the gas flow field. 
Such data checks are useful in correcting key punch mistakes on 
the input cards. After initializing these variables, th,' program 
calculates and prints the critical gas velocity. This cr~tical 
velocity is determined based on the gas stagnation temperature. 
The following print out starts on the next page, and the printed 
output data for each particle starts at a new page. The first 
part of the printed output is an echo check of the input data as 
punched on the second set of data cards. After initializing the 
variables, the program calculates and prints several similarity 
parameters that are useful in relating particles that have similar 
trajectories. Next, the particle position and velocities at 
every DANGLE degrees are printed. The parameters appearing in 





































DELTA - Characteristic length as given in Equation 7. 
TAU - Time constant as given in Equation 8. (Time). 
RECR - Reynolds number as given in Equation 9. 
T - Time. (Time). 
(Length) • 
RENOLDS - Reynolds number for the particle at this point. 
R/RIN - Normalized radial position of the particle. 
STREAMLINE - Normalized radial coordinate of an incompressible 
flow streamline that would exist in a free vortex starting at 
RIN with the same initial velocity components given as input. 
such a streamline will follow the equation R/RIN = e(etanal ) 
where a l = arctan (VRIN/VUIN) (8). The subroutine VORTEX provides 
a compressible solution, thus STREAMLINE is only provided for 
comparison purposes. 
When the solution is complete, the program writes all the 
trajectory information at the last point. Also printed are, M, 
the iteration counter and L, the time increment counter. If 
the air velocities fail to converge in 100 iterations, the pro-
gram stops, prints the trajectory data from the last iteration 
and M = 101. 
33 
































I1r,\~\jqr'NAI snlUTlnlll ANI": PHINT CUT FOR PARTlClF T~AJFCTO"'FC;. 
Ar-.y ('I"'''; 5TF""r SYSTF"M OF UNITS. 
16/44/2c 







WR ITF (b ,2100 I V I SR FF. TFH'F. TSIIT ,GAM ,R GAS, nr.FC 
PF~n(~.l'OOI ~IN,VPIN,VUIN.VZIN.TT,OHOT 
wI' IT F I 6 , 2 7.0U I ~ IN, V P. I /-', VlJ IN, V II N, T T ,R HI IT 
~EAIl(5, 10001 AlPt-'A, PFTA,C"AVTY 
"p IT" ( 6 • 7 5 1 () I A l PH A • Ii F T A , GilA V T Y 
1"(A~C;(VlJl"'.LT.l.0E-101 VlJIN=1.0F-I0 
T 1\ l PH = V PI'" 1 V U 1111 






WRIT r 16.24001vrQ 
"'1 205 ~UMH=I,100 
Pl"flr,(5.14COI ISTATE( 11 ,1=1.18) 
\'it{ rrF 16 .27001 I STJlT"( II, 1=I.UlI 
~~AnI5,13001 IYP(II,I=I.bl 
"PITFI6.23001 IYR( 1),1=1.6) 
PJ'AnI5,l~OOI RHOP, DTA 
wP !TF(b.Zl10) RHOP,DIA 
RFlln(5,15l0) NST"P,H 
WRITEI6,2l20INSTFP,H 
r. COIIIVFj;(T TO ~1()""-f)IMf'NSIO""AL QUANTITIES JlIIID INITIALlIF 
C 





































n" 10 1=1,4 
VQ (" =VIII 11 
Vl I II =V711' 
10I/UIT'''VII(1' 












30 1~IIIUNGfIN,YM,FR,T,H'.NE.l' GO TO 40 
1'1'1111 = VRIZ' 
FRI?I = YRI1'*YPI4'**Z+PCON*VOIFF*IVRIZ,-YPIZI' 
1 -G~AVTv*cn5Iyq(3,+e~TA' 
F~131 " YR(41 
FQ(4' = -L.O*VPIZ,*YPI4'/VP Il'+RCON*VDIFF 





GU Tll 30 
40 rill VCPTEXIl,vqI4"VUI41,V714"YRl11,TFMP,PHO,GA~,PGASI 
tFIl.EQ.10000' GO TO 205 
r. 
C TFST AIR VFlUCITY VAlllFS USFO, IF INCORMFCT, PFSFT INTEGRATION 
C l/"lU~5 liNn r.n Tn 25, IF CIlIlPFCT, r.n TO 50 
C 
r: 
I I' I I liP 5 I v R I 4 I-VR I 3 I , • l T • 1. OF-4 , • ANn. I All S I V U I 4 I-I/U I 3 , I .l , • 1 • OF - 41 
1 .ANn.IAASIVlI4'-VlI31'.lT.1.0F-41' GU Tn 50 
VRI21=IVRI4'WRI 11 1/2.0 






nq 45 1=1,~1 
45 Y"I!)=YPSIII 
IFI~.r.T.100' GU Tn 200 
GU Tn 7.'> 
C CV"PI r-TI' IUFG"~T1nN STFP. IF flFQ'n, WRITF OUTPUT. GO T<) 311 
35 
i 
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'"It f TA = V I:( :3 I .. 57 • l q 5 78 
.,,1 t. u I = 1 ,~' 





V 'J I 2 , = I • ., * V u I 4 , - 0 • 5 • VU I 1 , 
V'II ?,'=Z.O*VIJ14'-VUI1I 
V'JI1'=VIJ14' 





V I C; TA" = V I C; 1'[ F* ( I T F ~ P ( 1 1/ T P FF ,nl .5 1 • I n F" +T SU 1111 T F" PI 1 , +T SUT , 
;,0 lFIIT.r.T.H'I\X'.OP.IV~llI.LT.~f.!lfI<'.OP.(VP(II.GT.~MA)(' 
1 ."q.ITHETh.GT.ANGM~X'.OR.IVRI5'.GT.l~AX') GO TO 200 
IF(ITHFTII-'Nr.LFI.Lr.o.o, ~n Tn 30 
~ Tf)=VP I 4, 
C;lINF=FXPIVRlj)*TALPH, 




Gli T (J 2 j 
£ 10 CC)).TlNUF 
PTn=V"14, 
SlINF=FXPIVPI3,*TALPH, 
~ '1 eH ,~= V R I 1 1/ i< T N 
WP ITFlb,2bOO' T,YRI1"VRIZI,THFTA,RTO,VRI5"VRlb"RFNULr,QnRTN, 
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21z0 F'l~MAT IIHO, 9X,5HNSTFP,\4X,IHH,/, I I 15,Ft';.}" 
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1 S~,6H~f(P =,"12.4) 
c;rop 
r. "J 'l 
The functIon routIne RUNGE has been removed from the 
published form of thIs report to protect the copyrIght 
of the authors of Reference 5. 
SUR~U'JT It';F II M''''' f'" IRH,OL'),OCFC,C'11 
IF( ARS (PH'l'lO).l T .1.0F-121 PFI';ClLO=1.0F-ll 
'F(RF~Oln.lT.l.01 GO TO 26 
IF(IPCNrLn.GE.I.JI.A~O.(PFNOln.Lr.1.0F31) GL Tn 21 
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II", TU"", 
Iv TFI~.GT.I001 Gu Tn 20 
Vt>P"Vt1 
VIJP=VIJ 
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TFlr 0 TT.Lc.O.OI ~n Tr 15 
V\.l=t::'J/POS 
vIo(=-cru 111.OlTuTT 1 ",,,,rvol( IIPOS 
""Mtl 
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T~IA~AC~.~T.l.01 roo TO 10 
~, ! Til 40 
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1<1 10 ~'!""HT Il"O.41 ... V()RTFX FAlun TO CfJNVFI!r.r AT LcrllT ION /I =.FI0.41 
L = 1 \)1))0 
";':-TIJ~'~ 
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Example 
The example presented here uses the ft., Ibm., second 
system of units. The vortex in this case has an inlet radius 
of 0.2742 ft. and an exit of 0.2467 ft. The axial span of the 
vortex lies between z = 0 and z = 0.0264 ft. A cold gas equi-
valent flow is consi~ered and therefore, the inlet stagnation 
conditions are standard sea level conditions. Gravity is 
neglected in this example. 
The s~':lcific gravity of the particle studied is about 3, 
its diameter is 236 microns, its initial velocity is equal to 
one half of the gas velocity and its initial position is 
slightly below the inlet radius. Afte~ 27.3°, the particle 
leaves the flow field at the inlet radius. 
The following pages contain a computer code sheet with 
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SCRL2D - Two-dimensional Scroll 
This program integrates the equations of motion to determine 
the trajectory of a particle in a scroll. The force of gravity 
acting on the particle can be included in the cases where 
this is necessary. The solution is two dimensional, but the 
output has been written to include a possible extension in the 
future to a three-dimensional solution. The particle is allowed 
to bounce off the scroll wall, and the solution stops when the 
particle enters the nozzle region of the flow. The cylindrical 
coordinate system r, e and z is used as indicated in Figure 16. 
Method 
Figure 19 is a flow diagram of this program. Unlike the 
previous cases, there is no need to iterate for the average 
gas flow properties at the location of the particle. The gas 
flow solution is assumed to be uniform throughout the scroll 
and, therefore, the ~roperties of the gas do not change between 
inlet and exit. The main program uses three subroutines, RUNGE, 
RNUMBR, and BOUNCE to trace the particle trajectory in the same 
manner as discussed previously. The subroutine BOUNCE that is 
used with this program is the unmodified routine that has been 
improved considerably. The improved subroutine is the one 
that has been described previously, 
Input 
There are two sets of input. The first set specifies the 
nature of the gas flow and consists of two cards at the front 
of the data. This program is written so that any consistent 
system of units may be used. An example of this input data is 
included with the example case presented after the program 
listing. 
The first two data cards take the following form: 
GAM, RGAS, WTFL, RHOIP, TIP 
0(1), A(l), REXIT, SRDENO • 
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The second set of data cards specify the type of particle 
and its initial position and velocity. Each particle can be 
described by six input data cards which take the following 
form: 
TITLE 
VISREF, TREF, TSUT, DGFC 
RHOP, DIAP, H, TMAX, ETA(l), ETA(2) 
YR(I), 1=1,6 








These variables are defined below. For studies that are done 
with multiple particles, additional sets of input data cards 
as indicated for the second data card set may be stacked to-
gether. When the program completes the trajectory for one 
particle, it goes to the next set automatically. 
Variables 
GAM - Rat~o of specific heats 
RGAS - Gas constant (Length2/Time2 Degree Abs.) 
WTFL - Mass flow rate of gas (Mass/Time) 
RHOIP - Gas inlet stagnation density UMass/Length3) 
TIP - Gas inlet stagnation temperature (Degree Abs.) 
0(1) Dimension of the first station as indicated in 
Figure 20. (Length) 
A(l) - Area of the first station. (Length2) 
REXIT Radial distance that determines exit location. 
See Figure 20. (Length) 
SRDEND - Angular location of the last portion of the 
regular scroll contour before suppression of 
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The Eirst card is reproduced at the top of the first 
page of output for each particle. Any statement in 
columns 2 to 72 will be reproduced. 
Re ference 'riscosi ty corresponding to TREF. Used in 
Sutherland's L~w. (Mass/Length x Time) 
Reference temperat~re corre~~onding to VISREF. Used 
in Sutherland's Law. (Degrees Abs.) 
Constant used in Sutherland's Law. (198.6°R or 1100K) 
Drag Factor - The spherical drag coefficient based 
on Reynolds Number is multiplied by DGFC. Except 
in very special cases, this should be 1.0. 
Particle density. (Mass/Length3) 
Particle diameter. (Length) 
Integration time increment. (Time). If extremely long 
computer run times are experienced, this can be made 
larger. If the program fails to converge, this can 
be made smalle;.'. 
The program stops the solution if time exceeds TMAX. 
('rime) 
ETA(l) - Normal restitution coefficient. 
ETA(2) - Tangential restitution coefficient. 






Particle's initial radial velocity. positive in 
the outward direction, negative in the inward 
direction. (Length/Time) 
Particle's initial angular position. (Degree s) 
Particle's initial angular velocity. (Time) 
Particle's init.ial axial position. (Length) 
Particle's initial axial velocity. (Length/T ime) 
45 
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Angle of z-axis 
See Figure 18. 
with respect 
(Degrees) 
to the horizonal. 
Angle of the turbine vertical axis with respect 
to the gravitational vertical. See Figure 18. 
(Degrees) 
Acceleration of gravity. (Length/Time2 ) 
Integer that determines the amount of printed 
output. Output data is printed every NSTEP 
time increments. 
After initializing the input variables, the program calcu-
lates the velocity components and properties of the gas. The 
gas flow in the scroll is isotropic, with both the mass flow 
rate and the scroll cross sectional area decreasing uniformly 
by the same ratio. The velocity is based on the inlet area, 
but is deflected inward by the angle CHl, where 
CHI 
D (1) 
= arc tan (2~ REXIT) 
Output 
The first part of the output is an echo check of the first 
set of data cards that describe the gas flow. such data checks 
are useful in correcting key punch mistakes on the input cards. 
The output variables that are not defined in the input 
are: 
v - Gas velocity (Length/Time) 
VR - Radial Component of gas velocity (Length/Time) 
VU - Tangential component of gas velocity (Length/Time) 
CHI - Angle between V and VU. (Degrees) 
VCR - Critical Velocity. (Length/Time) 
RHO - Gas density (Mass/Length3) 
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Number associated with various radial stations 
along the scroll. 
Angular position of inner contour. (Degrees) 
Angular position of outer contour. (Degrees) 
Radial position of inner contour. (Length) 
Radial position of outer contour. (Length) . 
The program next skips to a new page and the first part of 
the printed output is an echo check of the input data as punched 
on the data cards. After initializing the variables, the program 
calculates and prints several similarity parameters that are 
useful in relating this particle to other particles that will have 
similar trajectories. Next the program writes the trajectory 
information every NSTEP time increments. 
The additional terms of the output that are not defined 






The characteristic length as given in Equation (7). 
(Length) 
The time constant as given in Equation (8). (Time) 
The Reynolds number as given in Equation (9). 
A time increment counter. 
Time. (Time) 
RENOLD - The particle Reynolds number at this point. 
program Listing. 
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INITIALIZE AND BUILn ARPAYS 
DA=AIlIl36.0 
DO 20 1"2,37 
AI 1 1=~1 1-11-04 
tFIAIII.GT.1.ilE-12'OII'=DII-1,*SQRTlAIII/Alt-1I1 
IF CA.I II.LE.I.DE-121 DIII=1.()E-12 






00 25 I=NSTART.37 
A~G"'360.0-THET~II.21 
25 RII.21=REXIT.SQ~TIl.O+TANIANG/57.295771**21 
R I 1 .11 =REX IT 
RIl,21=REXtT+OI11 
THETAIl.l'=O.O 













IFCABSIWTFLES-WTFLI.LT.l.OE-41 GO TJ 40 
IFIM.GT.901 WRITE16.20601 VEST.RHO,WTFLES.CHI.VU.VR.VCR 





































































P~INT OUT SOlUTIO~. 
CHIW=CHI*57.29578 
W~ITE16,20301 V,Vp,VU,C~IW,VCR,RHO,TEMP 
DO 51) 1=1,37 
5::1 WRlTE16,Z040) I.T1ETAIl,ll,THF.f~11,21,R(I,1I,RII,21 
DO 60 K;1,2 
00 60 1"1,37 
60 THETAII,KI;THET411,KI/57.Z9578 
SRDEND;SROEND/57.Z9577 
V~ SAVE= VR 
VUSI\VE;VU 
ST~RT PA~TIClE SOLUTION 
105 READ15,30001 ISTATEIII,I;l,181 












RHOCR=RHOIP*IZ.)/(GAM +l.()II**ll.O/IGA~ -1.01) 
)ELT~;RHOP*DIAP/R~OCR/O.3 












IFINOUT.EO.OI GO TO 130 
\j 130 
WRITEI6,40401 NOUT 
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DO 620 l-l,N 
620 YRSf II-YRf II 
RWS-RW 
YISTAR_YISREFtffTEMP/TREFI.tl.51*fTREF+TSUTl/fTEM'+TSUTI 
INTEGRATE USING RUNGE-KUlTA METHOD. 
625 IFCYRf31.LT.SRJENDI GO TO 626 





U YOIFF.SQRTCfVR-Y~fZII.*2+fVU-YRflJ.YRf4JI •• 2+fYZ-YRf61,··2, RENOLO .. RHO*VOIF=.OIAP/YISTAR CALL RNUMBR(RENOLO,OGFC,CO' 
~ IF(RUNGEfN,YR,F\,T,HI.NE.11 GO TO 640 
15lU/ZS 
ilJ 6~0 BCON-RHO*CD/RHOP/RPART/2.33333 
FRCl'-YR(2, F~f2'.YR(ll*Y\f41**2+BCON.YOIFF*fVR-YR(2"-GRAYTY.COS(YRf3,+BETAI 
LI 
FIU31 .. YR(4' 
FR(41.-2.0.YRf2J*YRf41/VRfll+BC~N.YDIFF.fYU-VRflJ*YRf4Il/YRfl, 
1 +GRAYTY*SI~fY~f3'+8ETA"VR(l' 
FRf5' .. YR(6J 
F~f61 .. 8CON.YDIF~tfVZ-YRf611-GRAVTV.SIN(ALPHAI 
GO TO 630 





\ i U 
i.· ... · .. I o. ~ ..• I 








I=CYRf31.GT.SROEIIIOI GO TO 650 
IFfNOUT.EO.OI GO TO 700 
so 
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GO TO 660 
6S0 XTEST-YRI1'.CJSIY~13" 











660 CONTI NUE 
C(1''''AAC1I 
CC2I-U(Z' 
CC3''''Y~CSI+ S~RTICAAI1'-8Cl" •• Z+IAAC2'-8C2" •• 2+CAAC3'-8C3" •• 2' 













V~C1'. SQRTIP811, •• Z+PRIZI •• ZJ 
V~131. ATANZIP8CZI.PBI111 
IFIINTEST.EQ.11.ANO.IYRI31.LT.0.O" VRI3,.YRI31+6.Z83184 




700 La l+1 
TSaT 
RWS-RW 



























21 '111 I 'Ij 
IF/(ASS/YR/211.LT.l.0E-41.AND.(A85(YR(411.LT.l.JE-41.A~D. 
1 (ilBS(n(611.LT.l.)E-411 G'1 TJ 8CJtl 





G.) Tn 620; 




G1 T.1 1,)5 
810 WR!T~Cb,2050) 
FO~MAT STAT[MENT~ ! ilc 
r r I:)":) FJR'1AT nFlO.41 
I .• 1010 FJR'1AT(SFIO.61 
l'i/11120; 
I [_ 1020 FJR'1AT(4 F lo.6' 
! I 2:)1:) FJR~AT(lHl,5X,21HINLfT S:QOLL SOLUTION,//,12X,3HGA~,11X,4HPGAS, 
I
f, 1 1 llX,4HwTFL.l:)X,5HRHO!i>,l2X,3HTlP",,5 c 15.bll 
2020 FJR~ATIIHO,10X,4HDC11,11X,4HAC11,10X,SHPEXIT,9X,bHSRDfND, 
n 1 /,C4F15.611 H 2030 CJR"iAT (1"0, 13X, IHV, 13x,2HVR, 13X,2HVl),12)( ,3HCHI.12)(,]HV:P, 13X, 
1 3HRHO.IIX,4"TF~P,I,C1F15.bl,II,IIH ORTHJGONAL,5)(,1:)HTHETA(I,1', 
I
_ 2 5X,lOHTHETAII,21,'lX,bHRCl.1I,"X,bHR(I,211 
12040 CJRt.lATClll,2FI5.4,2F15.bl 
~ 2J5:) FJRMArC37HOGAS FLJW snLUTIO~ FAILED TO :O"lVEPGE) 
20bO FJR~ATCIHO,7E15.81 I: 3000 CJRMAT(18A41 
~ 331J F~RMAT(E20.5,3FIO.31 
1020 cjRMAT(FIO.2,3FIO.4,?Fl).31 
P 3:)30 FJRMATCbFIO.3) 
1 113080 FORMAT( 151 
t
l • 309il C)RMAT(lHO,9X,5HALPHA,llX.4HBETA,flX,7HG~~.V!Ty,l, (3F1S.411 
"4:lJ:l I"JR'IATIlHltl8A41 ! h 40U, I=ORMAT( IHO, 13)( ,bHVISReF, llX,4HnFF, llX,4HTSIJT, 11X, 4f l ')(';FC ,I, 
I l.l 1 CE20.5,3F15.31) I U 4020 F~RMATCIHO,lJK,~HRHnp.1IX.4HDlap,14X,lH~,11X,4HTMAX,lOX.~~~TA-N, 
. I 1 10X,5HETA-T,I,(Fl~.2,3E15.4,2F15.311 
! 14030 F'JRMATllHO, 9X.5~Y'<ClI.tOX,5HYQC21,1')X,5HYRC3Itl()X, 5H!'R(41, 
,
! 110x,5HVRI5I,t()X,5HYRC6),I,(6FI5.61l 
• j", 4040 F1RMAT(1 .. 0.62H PARTICLE ~CT IN PASSAGE AT FIRST PJINT GIVEN, GO TJ 
~ 1 NEXT CASEI 
• 4050 FOR~ATCIH ,I5,EIO.2,7F15.51 
• 40bO FJR~AT(lHO,15,EIO.2,7F15.5) 
Ii ~080 I='JR"'AT(17HOrRI~r CATA EVE~Y, 11,2X,7YSTEPCS) I • 4090 I" J R ~ A T ( 1 -I 0 ,'IX. 1 H L, 'J X , 1 H T ,lOX, 5 H Y R, C 1 I , 1 .) x, 5 HY R C 2 I , 10 X , 5 H n ( 3 I , 
1 1)X,5Hr~(41,1)X,5HYR(51,lOX,5HVR(bl,9X,6HRENnlJI 
it 5000 F'JR"IATllH .T5,EiJ.2,bF15.5' U 5020 FJRMATC32HOSIMILhRITY PA'<AMETERS. DELr~ :,FIO.4,5X,5HTAU =,F12.4, 

































The function routine RUNGE has been removed from the 
published form of this report to protect the copyright 
of the authors of Reference 5. 
SU~~DJTINE R~J~B~(~ENOL),JGFC.CD) 
1=( 'BS(Q5~aL)).lr.l.O~-12) QE~JL1=1.JE-12 
1"(RE'lOLD.LT.l.:ll ~o T1 2b 
































i 0 t, ~ ... 
f 0 , , 
.-.,---., -"-'. ~ "-. 
j I 
21 tlOU'lCI:: OHE = 7504-5 ! 5/1 7/Z5 
SUR~JUTINE ~nJN:EIA,R,C,P,PP,H,T,ETA,NFIX,PR,VP' 
!) I ME NS ION A I 3. , R 13. , C I 3. , P (3 I, P D I 3 I , V I 31 , II B I 3 ) , A::; I 3 I ,r. I 3, 3 ) , ) I 51 , 
1 PBIJ. 
nl~eNSION GSI1,1),VPI31,UNI3) ,PN(3) 
DIMENSION fTlII? 
'.II::IX=1 
nn 10 10 1,3 
VII'=IPPII)-PII))/H 
ABI 1)=131 t I-AI II 
10 ACII)=CII,-AII' 
OETE~MINE UNIT NJ~~AL TO SURFACe 
UNI 1,=ABIZ,*AC(3)-ABI3,>t<AC IZ' 
UNI2'=ABD)*ACIl'-A'311)>t<ACI3) 
U'>I13'=ABlll.A:(2)-ABIZI>t<ACII) 
C'lAG= SQRT(lJNI U".Z+LJNI 2 ),u2+LJNI3I*>t<Z) 
IFI ABSICMAG,.GT.l.11E-12) GO TO 20 
I\IFlx=O 
RE TURN 
20 00 30 1=1,3 
30 U'.III'=UNII)/CMAG 
JETERMINE THE INTE~SECTION POI'.lT, PS, OF THE PLANE ANJ TRAJF.:TDRy. 
DE T A=JIII 11 ) >t<V I 1 ) .... 2 +UNI Z) "V I 1 ) *v 121 +UIIII 3) *V I 11 *v I 31 
OII' z UNlll>t<Alll+UNIZI*AI?I+UIII(3)*AI3) 
o I Z I =V I 2 1* P I 1 I -" I 1 , * P I ~) 
!J131=V(3)*PI U-VI II*PI31 
OJ 4-0 J=1,3 
4-0 Gll,JI=UNIJI 
:;(,Z,I'= VIZ) 
GI2,Z) =-VI 11 
GI2,3'=0.O 
GI3,!) = V(3) 
GI3,2)=0.0 
G I 3,3 1 =-V I 1 ) 
IF DETERMINANT EQUALS ZERO, GO TO 80 
IFI ASSIDETA).L~.1.0E-12) r,c) TO AO 
D'l 70 K=I,3 
DO 50 1=1,3 
D1 50 J=I,3 
50 GSII,JI=GII,J' 
[)'1 bO 1=1,3 
bO GSII,K'= DII) 




GO TO \00 















j ~ -~- 1 l_~_~ __ J 
















I~ DEl. FQUALS 7E~n. ~Q T1 q) 
ElO PtHlI=Pll1 
nETR~-UNI?I*VI21-UNI]I·VI]1 
IF! AtlSI{)ETRI.L~.I.llf-IZI GO TO q() 
OI41=UN!ZI*P(21·IINI3I*PIJI 
:1 I 5 I" VI :\ 1 *p 121 -v 121 *p 1 31 
P R I 21 = I - [l ( 41 *V 1 ? 1- J I Ii 1 *U N I 31 1 I DE! Ii 
~BIJI=(UNIZI*)(51-vI11*'1411/DfTR 
C;:1 TO 100 




DETE~MINE THE INTE~SECTIJN POINT. PN. OF T~f SURFA:E NORM~l TH~U P 
IF ):T=RMINANT EQUhLS lfR~, GO TO 140 
DFTA=JNIII*·3+JNIII*UNI21**2+UNIII*JN(31**2 
1=1 ABSIDETftl.LE.I.OE-121 CD T) 140 








O'J 13) K=I.3 
OJ 110 1=1,3 
O'J 110 J= 1,3 
liD GSII.JI=GII,JI 
')0 IZ:> 1=1,3 
120 GS(l,KI=)(ll 




GJ TJ 16C1 
14:> IFII ABSIUNIlll.GT.I.OE-1ZI.ANJ.( AflSIUNI21l.GT.l.0E:-I2.IlGO TO 150 




G'J TO 160 
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n[fF~NI~~ POR110'l IF IlMF SLCMFNT JS~D TO TP~VFI Fpn~ P fJ P9. 
n p p, = S Q~ T II PB I 1 1- P ( 1 I I ** 2. I I' fI I 21 -I' 12 II ** 2 t I 1'111 'H - PI 3 I I"" 21 
V p I' ~ S ;) R TI V I 1 I .. 2 +V ( 2 ) ... 2 + V ( 3 I * *l ) 
Of I ME;!'1 PR/VPP 
EXTE~T LINE PN-Pfl THE PRnpE~ DIST~'ICe TO FI'ID PNP. 
fHE'I fXTf~T A LI~E \jJPMAL TO THE SURFACE FlJM PNP Tn GET THF PJI'lT 
AFTER BOU'lCf, PI'. FI\j~ VELJ:ITV CJJRJI\jATfS ~ASED ON PI', PB AND TIME PEMAI~I\jG 1'1 
SEGME"IT. 
OJ 17J 1=1,3 
S=lp[H II-PNllIIIDT!MF 
P\jP=pBII)+ETAI21*S*(H-DTIMfl 
SN=IP"'II'-p( II II[)T I 'IF 
PPII,=PNP-ETAI1I t SN*(H-DTIMEI 
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The example case presented here uses the ft., lbm., second 
system of units. The gas flow conditions correspond to inlet 
stagnation conditions of standard sea level air. The scroll 
dimension 0(1) is 0.4 ft. and the exit radius is 0.3615 ft. The 
particle inlet velocity is in the same direction as the velocity, 
its magnitude is approximately one half the gas velocity. The 
particle has a specific '.ravity of 3 and a diameter of 12 microns. 
The normal and tangential restitution coefficients are assumed 
to be 1.0. Gravity is included. 
The following pages contain a computer code sheet with the 
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SCHL c J Examnle C8,g~ f.'"... NASA Henort 
1234 56789 101112131415161718192021222324252627282930 31323334353637383940414243444546
1
414849505152535455565158596061626364656667686970'1] 121314151677781980 
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! 0.4 / • O. OE , 10
'
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INLET SCROLL SOLUTION 
GAM RGAS WTFL 
1. 400000 1715.479980 0.4'86000 
Oil) A(l) REXIT 
0.400000 0.080000 0.361500 
V VR vtJ 
80.950897 
-14.039'830 79.724136 
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I BXAMPLE CASE FOR NASA REPORT V-PART/V-GASS - 50' • 
i 
i VISREF TREF TSUT DGFC 
0.::::OF-04 DI~92.000 :98.200 ~.OOO ETA-N ETA-T j 
181.20 0.3880F-04 0.1000E-04 0.1000E-05 1.000 1.000 ' 
~ 
f 
YRll) YR(2) YR(3) Ya(4) Ya(5) YR(6) 







paINT DATA EVERY 100 STEP IS) 
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1 1 1 
ST~TOR - Particles in the Stators 
This program integrates the equations of motion of a 
particle in order to determine the trajectory of the particle 
in a stator. The solution neglects the gravity force, is 
three dimensional and the particle may bounce off any of the 
four surfaces that surround the channel. The program is re-
stricted by a constant spacing from hub to shroud. The 
coordinate system is the r, 6, z system which is indicated 
in Figure 16. 
Method 
Figure 21 is a flow diagram for this program. It illustrates 
the iterative technique used to find the average gas properties 
along the particle trajectory, which was explained previously . 
As soon as the program determines that a collision has occurred, 
the program bounces the particle off the surface and then con-
tinues the trajectory from this point. 
The main program uses the subroutines, 
DLOCAT, POLATE, RESET, BOUNCE and RESTLO. 
RUNGE, RNUMBR, 
All of these sub-
routines have been described previously except RESET, which 
reset;s the average values used after each iteration, and 
linaarly extrapolates the properties to estimate the average 
value over the next time step. 
Input 
There are two sets of inp'J.t. The first set specifies gas 
flow properties, and consists of two dimensional arrays for 
magnitude and direction of the flow velocities within the 
field. This program works with any consistant system of 
units. An example of the input data is included with the 
example case presented after the program listing. The first 
set of input cards take the following form: 
TITLE 








































I D i 1 
I D f I I 
GAMMA, TIP, RHOIP, RGAS 















The second set of data cards specify the type of particl., 
its initial position and velocity. Each particl. can be 






These variables are defined below. 
with multiple particles, additional 
For studies that are done 
sets of input data carda 
as indicated for the second data card set may be atacked to-
gether. When the program completes the trajectory for one 






The first card is reproduced at the top of the 
first page of output. Any statement in columns 
2 to 72 will be reproduced. 
The number of blade to blade constant radiua 
orthogonals. 
The number of streamlines used in the description 
of the flow. 
The number of nozzle blades in the ring. 
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- The gas inlet stagnation temperature. (Degrees Abs.) 
- The gas inlet stagnation density. (Mass/Length3) 
- The gas constant. (Length2/Time2 Degrees Abs.) 
VISREF - Reference viscosity corresponding to TREF. U.ed in 





- Reference temperature 
in Sutherland's Law. 
corresponding to VISREF. 
(Degrees Abs.) 
Used 
- Constant used in Sutherland's Law. (198.6°R or 1100K). 
- Drag factor. The spherical drag coefficient based on 
Reynolds number is multipled by OGFC. Except in very 
special cases, this should be 1.0. 
ZMAX The flow field extends in the axial direction between 




- The angular position of the first blada. (Degrees). See 
Figure 22. All particles are transposed to a corresPQnding 
location in the channel of the first blade, its trajecte~y 
determined up till the exit from the blade row. The 
exit conditions are then moved back to the corresponding 
location at the original channel. 
- Integer that determines the amount of printed output. 
Output data is printed every NSTEP time increments~ 
Integration time increment. (Time). If extremely long 
computer run times are experienced, this can be made 
larger. If the program fails to converge, this can be 
made smaller. 
R array - The radial position of the grid points of the flow field. 
(Length). The program is set up to use constant radius 
lines from blade to blade, as indicated in Figure 22. 
THETA 
Array 
- The angular position of the grid points 
field. (Degrees). Indicated on Figure 
in the flow 
22. 
V Array - The normalized gas velocity at the grid point. (V/Vcr) 
BETA 
Array 
- The direction of the gas velocity vector at the 
corresponding grid point. (Degrees). Indicated 
63 
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Particle diameter. (Length) 
Particle density. (Mass/Length3) 
Particle initial radial position. (Length) 
Particle initial radial velocity. The outward 
d\rection corresponds to the positive direction 
and the inward direction corresponds to the negative 
direction. (Length/Time) 
Particle initial angular position. (Degrees) 
Particle initial angular velocity. (l/Time) 
Particle initial axial posit.ion. (Length) 
Particle initial axial 'lTelocity. (Length/Time) 
The first part of the output is an echo check of the first 
Get of data cards that describe the gas flow. Such data checks 
are useful in correcting key punch mistakes on the input cards. 
These checks cover the first five pages of the output and the 
four array variables are listed on separate pages. The printed 
output for each particle starts at the top of a new page with the 
echo check of the data that corresponds to the data cards for the 
particle. 
Next, the program transposes the initial coordinates of the 
particle so that the particle enters the first passage. This is 
done by correcting the angular position of the particle so that 
the particle is ,in the required passage. The program notes this 
correction and writes "PARTICLE ENTERS PASSAGE XX INLET ANGLE 
CORRECTED TO XXXX". Next, the program calculates the similarity 
parameters that are useful in relating this particle to other 
particles that have similar trajectories. Finally, the program 
writes trajectory information every NSTEP time increments until 
the solution is complete, and then writes the last solution point 
and goes on to the next particle. 
The additional terms of the output that are not defined 
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DELTA - The characteristic length as given in Equation (7). 
(Length) 
TAU - The time constant as given in Equation (8). (Time) 
RECR - The Reynold. number a. given in Equation (9). 
M - ~iteration counter. If the air velocity fail. to 
converge to the proper average values after 100 .tep., 
M • 101. 




















__ J .. 
PA~TIClf. TAAJF:Tn~IES IN AA~IAL STATOA 
1 NTfGEA AUNGe 
nl~FNSION A(21,21l,THFTA(21,21l,V(21,21.,8ETAC21,21l,STATEC1S'. 
1 ETAC2"VRC6.,VA(41,VUC41,VlC41,TE~PAC4J.RHOAC41.VISTlA(4'. 
2 VASC61,FAC6' ,AnI ,Rt31 ,CUI,P(],.ppu'.P"C'ltVPC)1 
REAO FLOW FIELO OATA 
AEAOC5,lOlDI C STAfFl I'. I s l.18. 












00 10 l=l,I1X 
REA015,10201 IlII,KI,K=l.K~XI 
10 WAITEC6,20131 CRCI.KI,K=l,K~xI 
WR IT EC 6,2130 I 
00 ZO l"l,I1X 
AEAOC5,lOZOl !THETA" ,KI ,K=l,K'4XI 
20 WRfTEI6,Z0141 CTHETAlf,KI,Kzl,KMXI 
WRfTEC6,21~0) 
OJ 30 f=l,MX 
REAO(5,1020) CVlf,KI,K=l,K~XI 
30 WAITE16,20151 IVlf,KI.K=l,KMXI 
wRITF(6,2130) 
00 40 f=l,MX 
READ(5,10201 CAETAII,K),K=l,KMXI 
40 WRITE16,20161 ISETAII,K"K=l,KMX' 
VCR=SORTC2.0*GAMMA*RGAS*TIP/CGA"MA+I.0)) 
FIRSTzFIRST/57.29S77 
00 60 l-l,MX 




READ PARTICLE DATA 


















r J __ j .•. ,J.~ .. ' '., I '.'"] , 
I 
c INITIAl( ZE 
I Y~(l'zYRI3"57.Z9577 on 65 I z 1,NS 
TTEST=FI~ST+6.28l186*Flj\Tll-1IlFlOATIN91 
I,' (FITTEST.GT.YHl" GO TO 66 65 CONTINUE 
I 
n 



































DETERMINE AIR VELJCIT1ES AND PROPERTIFS AT PARTICLE LOCATION 
CAll DlOCATIR,THETA,ZMAX,MX,KMK,YR,(P,KP,NOUT' 
(;INOUT.EQ.OI r.3 Tn 70 
WR (TEl 6,Z070 I 
GO TO 50 








CAll RESETI V~,ll 
CAll RESETI VU,l' 
CAll RESETI VZ,ll 
Clll RESETnE~PA,lI 
















I, L __ · __ L_J. r J .. ] 1111 J 
It LEYE l Z\ "'III" DUE s 1~01t5 15120/59 
I 






















DO 90 1"1,111 
9ll YRSI I 1 ",YIII I 1 






110 IFIRUNGEIN,YR,FR,T,HI.NE.11 GO TO lZ0 
FR IlI:YRI21 
FRI21=YRlll*YRI~I •• Z+ACON*V~IFF*IYRIZI-YPl211 




:;n TO 110 
120 C J"Tt "UE 
JETFRMINE IF WAll INTERACTION OCCURRED. 
CALL OlOCATIR,THETA,ZMAX,MX,KMX,YR,IP,KP,NOUTI 
IFINOUT.EO.OI GJ TO 150 
IFIINJUT.EQ.1'.JR.I"IOUT.EQ.311 GJ TO 200 






CI 11 :AllI 
C12,:A121 
IFII'InUT.EO.51.QR.INOUT.EO.6" GJ Ta 130 
A131=YRS151 
~'3'=Y'<SI51 
: ( 3 I = Y: S ( ~ I + S::: - I I ! \ : , - ~ I 1 II ... 2 +I :. I :!l-" I Z I I .... :! +1 ~ I ! I - 0, 311 •• Z I 
GJ TiJ 140 












lFINFIX.EQ.UI Gn TO 20Q 




















Ii 1\ ,0 
i i 
I .. J 
u 




-"'--1" "·---~··~·-·l· -_ ... F··-l 
'j 
1 








VRI31 .. ATANl(PBlc"P~'I" 
VR1:VRI11*57.7.q~77 
VR(51·PRCl' 
IIR I TEl to .Z 080 I NIIU T • VII I I' • Y R3 • VR I 5 I 
V~12'=VPll,*r.JSIVRI"I+VPI2'*SINIYRI1" 
V~I~'=I-VPlll*SINIVRIJ"+VPI2'*COSIYRI1""YR(11 
YR I to, .VPCl' 
G1 TO 170 
DETFRMINE AIR VALUES AT NEW "Or.ATlON. 








TEST AIR VALUES USE), IF INCORRECT, RESET INTEGRATIO~ VALUFS AND 
GO TJ 103. IF CJ~~FCT. GO TO 170. 
leICA8SIVRI4'-V~1311.LT.l.0E-4'.A~D.(A8SIVU(41-VlI13".LT.l.OE-41 
1 .ANO.IABSIVZI~I-VZI31,.LT.1.OF-4"GO TO 170 
CALL RESETI VR,2' 
CALL ~ESET( VU,ZI 
CALL RESETI Vl,21 
CALL RESETI iEMPA,21 
CALL ~ESETI ~HOA,ZI 
CALL RESET!VISTAR.ZI 
T:TS 
00 160 1"1.6 
160 VRII' .. VP.SCI' 
1!'IM.GT.I001 r.n TO ZOO 
14=14+1 
GO TC 100 





Of) 180 1=1,1> 
180 YRSII,:YPIII 
CALL RESETI Vl,31 
CALL RESFTI VU.3' 
CALL RESET( VR,31 
CALL RESET( TE~PA. 11 
















21 Mil I III DATE - 15045 15120/59 
D c 'lIT I !'4E alllT I ME-l 





IFIIASSIYRI211.~8S(YR(411.A8S(Y~(6111.LT.1.0E-41 GO TO 10) 
IFIIIITI!'4E.GT.OI GO TO 10) 
YR3=YRI31*51.29511 
WRITE16,21001 L,T,Y~111,YR'2"Y~3,YR'41,YR'5"YR'6"RENOLO 
NTt ME "NSTE P-1 
IFIL.GT.ll NTIME=NSTFP 







GO TO 50 
C FORMAT STATEMEfIITS. 
U C 1010 FaRMATI14151 















Z013 FJR!'4ATll~ ,4X,6HRII,KI,18F15.6" 
2014 FJR~ATIIH ,10HT~ETAII,KI,18F15.611 
2015 FORMATIIH ,4l(,6HVII,KI,18F15.611 





2033 F JRMAT IIHO, 9X, 5HI' PilI ,lOX ,5HYR 12' ,lOX, 5H'(P (:3' ,101( ,5HY~ 14',UX, 
1 5HYRI5"lOX,S .. '(P(61,1,16F1S.olI 
2040 FORMATIIHO,4X,5~NST!P,14X,lHH",I·IIO,El~.2" 
2050 FJRMATI32HOSIMILARITV PARAMETERS. DELTA =,FI0.4,5X,5HTAJ -,E12.4, 
1 5X,6HRECR =,EI2.41 
2060 FJRMATI1HO,6X,4HSTEP,9X,lHT.SX,5HVRI1,,5X,5HVRI21.5X,5~y~e31,5x, 
1 5HVRI41,5X,5HVRI51,5X,5HYRI6I,4X,6H~ENOLO, I, 
Z Illl,E10.Z,F10.5,FlO.Z,FlO.3.FlO.Z,FlO.5,FlO.ZII 
2010 =JRMATI1~O,43~PlRTI~LE OUT OF BOUNDS AT FIRST PO'~T GIVEN' 
2)80 FJR~ATC11H BOJ~CE OFF,14,6X,F10.5,10X,FI0.3,lOX,FIO.5' 


















































lEVFl DA T E • 7531t5 
SUR~OUTJNE DlJCATI~,l,X~AX,~X,KMX,YP,JP,KP,.OUll 
rl J ME' NS I ON R I Z1,? 11 , Z C 1-1,21 I, YR I 61 
'IIOlJT=O 
~O 20 J"'1,MX 





30 J P=I 




OJ 10 K=l, K~\X 










GO Tn 66 
oS YTEST=Yl 
66 CONTINUE 








1~CKP.NE.11 GO TO 120 
"'JUT=2 
~ETURN 









































THIS SUBRJUTI~F PESETS THE VIILUES OF 
~EST FSTI'IATE JF THE hVFRAGf VIILUE OF THE 
A VARIABLF SO THAT THE 
VARIABLE ClN AF US~D I~ 
THF INTEGRATION STEP. 
AIll IS THE VlIlUF ClF A AT 
11(2) IS THE AVf:~~G!: VAllIE 
A(3) IS THE VALUE OF A AT 
A(4) IS THF VALUE 11: A AT 
Gil TO 110,20030),1 
FnR 1=1. SET UP ARRAYS. 
10 OJ 15 J=2.4 
15 AIJI"1I111 
RFTUq~ 
POINT 1 FOR THE INTEGPATIOIj STE". 
OF A OVER THE INTEGRATION ST~P. 
POINT 2 JSED IN THIS TNTEGRATla~ STEP. 
POINT 2 CALCULATED AFTER THE INTEG~ATION. 
FOR 1=2. RESET AVEHGE VIILJE OF A, AIZI. AND REME"BE~ THE L4TEST 
r VI\Lll~ nF A AT THE END OF THF STEP. 
C 
C 
20 11121"IA(4)+IIlll)I2 •• ) 
A(3)=AI4) 
RFTUR"l 
C FO~ 1=3. SYSTEM HAS CONVERGED. ESTI~ATE THE AVERAGE VALUES ~Y 
C LI"lEIIRlY EXTFNDI"lG THE VALUES OETE~HlNED IN THE PREVIOUS POI~TS. 
C 
30 A(2)=1.5*AI4)-0.5*Alll 





The function routine RUNGE has been removed from the 
published form of this report to protect the copyright 
of the authors of Reference 5. 
72 
I I j 
~ 1 
i 























f)A Tf' = 75045 15/Z0/5q 
Sllf\~~JT [NF RES1~JIV",VT,fTA) 




1 A7.1418. 7n.('~·!!.-5().498?'i.6n1/ 
'lATA IN TH[S <;lJFI~lILJT[NE C'1RRfSP(lr,ns TO VE'LJClTlES 1111 
~ATfR[AL TYPTCI\L JF ALUMINJM 11'40 SIller)", PARTIClE-S. 
FTAll) IS THf 'WQM~l QFSTITUTION cnEFFICIFNT. 
FTA(n IS THf TA'l[.FHII\L <tcSTITUTlOlll rOFFFICIl'NT. 
~F.TA=AT~N2(VN,VTI 
V=SQRTIVN**?+VT**21 
PHI 0 N E ','JI ? 'i 0 • U ,) 
F T /SEC. 
P~iTWO= A(1)*AFTA+A(?)*8FTA**Z+A(3)*SFTA**3+A(41*RETA*.4 














IF( ~BS(RE~OLJI.lT.!.nE-121 RF~)lO=1.0E-12 
IF(RENOLD.LT.l.JI CO TO 26 




































.. \ u w ' - ~,,~~," 
I 
II 1'(1 L /IT E nATE = 75345 
SllflP1ll1TINF P[lLIIT(IP,l.,II,Pp,lP,Ip,Kp,AP,DOI 
11 'If NS I ON R 121 ,711 , 1 171 , Zl I, II I 21 ,21 I .01 71 • 00« 21 
':11 10 1:1,2 
IA=IP+I-1 
Iq ARSIZII,\,KP-II-ZIIA,KPIl.U.I.OE-121 GO TO 5 
IFI IIRSI'I.!!A,KOI-'UIA,Kp-11I.U.I.01O-1ll GO TO b 
A 'I = I R I I II, K P I-R I I A, KP-l II/ 1 Z I I A, K I' 1-1 II A, IC I' -111 




Gfl TO 10 
QA"RP 
ZA=l I I II ,Ko-ll 
GJ TO 10 
RA=R 1 I A ,Kp-ll 
1A"Zp 
01 11= SQRT((RA-Rpl~*2+(7A-ZPI"21 
DT=DI II +!H 71 
AII"I OIl ).AI I P, Ko-II +O( 21 ~A (I P-I,KP-III/OT 
A B" 1 [\ 1 1 ) • A 1 I P , 1(" ) + [; 1 2 I • A 1 I P- I , K PI) '[) T 
JO 20 K=l.2 
I(A=KP-I(+l 
~:: = ID I L)'" R ( I I' -1 , K A ) + D 1 2) • R I I r, I( A I 1/ OT 
Z:=10Ill*Zllo-L,KA)+DI2).,ITp,I( AI)/Or 
OOIKI= SQRTIIRP-RCI·*2+IZp-ZCI.*2) 

































I [ I 






! II i j 
lu 

















SURROUT'fIIF BCJ'I~EIA,H,e.p,pp,H" ,ETA,NFIX,PfhVPI 
'l I M F N S I ON A' J I , 1113 I , C I 3 I , PI 3 I, P P 1 3 I , V I ") I , A 8 I .3 " A C I 31 , G I 3, 3 I , , I 51 , 
1 pBI11 
'l1~EfIISION GSI3,]I,VPI31,UNI31 ,PN131 
n I ~E NS I 0111 ET 1\1 Z I 
~IMrNSION PN PI31,VNI41,VTI41 
NFIl(=l 
1)fl III 1=1.3 
VI t 1=1 I'l'l I I-PI IIItH 
ABI I 1=81 I I-AI I I 
10 ACII'=CII'-AII' 
VPP=SQRTIVIl,.*7+VI71**2+VI31*·ZI 
OETER~INE UNIT NORMAL Tn SIJRFACE 
U'I11,=A8IZI*ACI,,-A8131*AC(ZI 
U'IIZI=ASI31*ACltl-A8111*ACI31 
U'I I 31 = 1\ 8 I II • Ae 12 I - AlH Z I. Ae III 
C"1AG= SORTIU'III 1I.*Z+UNI 21.*Z+UI\I( 3I**ZI 
It:( ABSI:MAGI.:;r.1.0e-121 GO TO 20 
fIIF I x=o 
WR nt:1 6,1000 I 
1000 t:JR'1ATI~7H BOUfIICE HAS ZERO UNIT VECTOR DESCRIBING SURFAC~I 
RETURN 
20 no 30 1=1,3 
30 UNIII=UNIII/C'1AG 
OETF~MINE THE INTERSECTION POI'llT, PS, OF THE PLANE A'iD TRAJECTORY. 
DE T A=UN I 1 I *v It I**Z HINt ZI*V I 1 I.V I ZI+UN( 31 *V 1 lI*VI 31 
JIll=UNltl*AI11+UI\IIZI*I\IZI+JNI31*AI31 
OI21=VI21·~'11-vlll*PI21 
JI3I=VC3P .1I-VI 11 "PI 31 
D:J 40 J=1,3 
40 GIltJI=lINIJI 
GI2,1'= VIZI 
GI 2,ZI =-VI 11 
GIZ,31=0.0 
GI3dl = VI31 
GI3,Z'=().0 
G13,31 z -V111 
IF DETERMINANT e~UAL~ lFRfl, GO TO 90 
IFI ABSIOETAI.LE.l.OE-lZI GO TO 90 
00 70 K=1,3 
DO 50 1=1,3 
OJ 50 J=1,3 
50 G511.JI=GII,J' 
l>n 60 1=1,3 


























~I l.] I \ I , , , 
I , I I 























,,.,....u~. _ + __ 










G:J TO 10.., 
IF DETER'IINANT EQJ·'L'i lFRn. POINT P IS ON SURFACE. r EOllAlS PII 
SlI PI-II1'=PIlI 
f) ( 4 I = 'H 1 l-lJ'l ( 1 I ~ I> 1 1 1 
1)1<;I=VI31·Pli'I-VIZI·PI31 
f)ETA=-UNIZI*VIZI-UNI31*vI31 
I c: 1 A ~ SlOE TA I , If • 1 •. lI' - 12 I GCl Tn 85 
P~IZI=I-n(41·VI~I-O(C;I.UN(JII/OfTA 
p~(31=IUNIZI·)lil-VI31·DI411/DETA 
~'1 TO 100 
85 1"'1 ABSIVI31'.GT.I.OE-121 GO TO 90 
P!\IZI=PI21 
PBI31=A(31 




'lPP= SQRT((PPIII-Ptlll .. Z+(PPIZI-PIZII··Z.IPP(31-:>13" .... Z' 
OPB= SQRTIIPBII,-PII" •• Z.IPBIZ,-PIZI'.*..,.IPBI3,-PI3,,·*Z' 
DPPR= SQR T( I P PI lI-P II 1 1) , .. *..,. t PP IZ,-PII IZ" .. 2 +1 PP(3'- P1I(3) '* *21 




IF(OPg.lT.IO.5.JPPII GO T~ 180 
OfTE~MINE THE INTERSECTION pniNT. PN. OF TH'" SURFACE 'lOR'IAl THRU P 
IF ~ETER'IINANT EQUALS lFP~. GO TO 140 
JETA=JNIII··3+U'lIII·UNIZI··ZtUNI1'*UNI31**2 








';13.31 =-UNt II 
00 130 K=1.3 
I)J 110 1=1.3 
OJ 110 J=I.3 
110 GS(J .JI=GII,JI 
























1 . I 
U r. IEVFL II flOllIICE )/\ T!' z 10;01t5 U120/59 
II 
i i 
i i , . 
i : 
\ \ c 


































IFIDTIME.lT.HI ~J TO lb) 
WRITI'lb.l0l!l1 
1010 FJRMATIZItH OTIME' TS r.REATER THAN HI 
IIJUT=J 
RFTURN 
EXTE"T LINE PN-PB T~F PRorER DISTANCE TO FINO PNP. 
TH~N EXTENT A l1111f NORMAL TO THE SURFACE FQOM PNP TO G[T THE POlliT 
AFHR BOUNCE. PP. 
FI"D VFlOCITY rO)RDINATES BASFD ON pP. PB AND TIMF REMAINING IN 
SE~M~NT. 
lb3 DO 165 1=1.3 
VTlI'= IPSI! I-PI1I1 I I I lOT IME 
165 V"III=IPNII'-PIIIIIDTIM( 
VT141= SQRTIVTI11*~Z+VTIZI**Z+VTI)I*.ZI 
Vlllltl= SQRTIVNI1I.~Z+VNIZI •• Z+V"131 •• ZI 
CALL RFSTCOIV"141.VTI41.ETAI 
'F) 170 1=1.3 
P II PI I I = PS I I I.E rA I Z ) * VT ( I I. I H-O TI M F I 
P P I II = P NP I I )-I'T A II I *VN I T I '" I H-DTI ~ E , 
170 V P I II = I P P I I I - PilI I I III H -0 T T ME 1 
T=T+H 
RFTUIIN 




1=1 ARSIOEThl.lE.l.OE'-121 GO TO Z20 
OlZI=PPI11·UNIZI-PPIZI*UNI11 
0131=PPI11*UNI31-PPI31*UNI11 
GI Z.lI= UNIZ' 
G(Z.Z'=-UNIlI 
GI2.31=0.0 
GI 3.11 :UNO) 
:;13.21=0.0 
G13.31=-UNlll 
01 ~H) K=1.3 

























! I I ' ... J .. j I _ ... _J I.~.~ .. 




















ao 19:) J=I,"\ 
lQO r.SII.Jlzr.lt.JI 
a1 200 1= 1,3 
ZOO GSlt,KI=;)ClI 
P'II(KI=GSII,tl.GSI2,ZI.GSI3,11.GSII.~I*GSIZ.31*GSI1.11.eSll.}1 
1 • G S I 2,1 I *r. S I 3 , 21- (is I 1. 1 I" GS 12. Z I *GS 11. ) ) - G S 0, 2 I*GS I Z, ;l1*GS 11 , 11 
Z -GSI3,31*GSIZ,II*GSll.ZI 
210 P'IIIKI=PNIKI/OETA 
:iO TO Z40 
220 P'IIllI =PPI II 





240 C JIllTI NUE 
aETE~MINE PORTION OF TI~E SEGMENT ~E~AINIIIIG FO~ T~AVFI FRJ~ PB TJ pP. 
OTtME=H-DPI\/VPP 
IFIDTtME.GT.I.OE-121 GO TO Z45 
WRY fEI6tlOZO, 
10ZO FJR~ATI2IH OTIME LESS THAN ZEROI 
'l/FIX=O 
R!' TlIlHol 
DETE~MI'II~ THE PRJP~~ ~ISTA'IICE ALO'llG PN-PB TO FIND P'IIP. 
THEN EXTENT A LINE NORMAL TO THE SURFACE F~OM PNP T3 GET THE POI'llT 
AFTER BOUNCE, PP. 
FINO VELOCITY COJROI'llATES BASED ON PP, PB, AND THE TIM~ H. 
245 DJ Z50 1=1,3 
VTI I'=IPNII '-PilI III/OTt~F 
250 V'IIII,zIPPII,-pl\Il IIIIDTI"IE 
YT141- SQRTIVTll,.*Z+YTIZI.*Z.VTI3' •• ZI 
V'III41= SORTIV'IIIII.*Z+VNIZI**Z+Y'III31**ZI. 
:t.LL RESTCOIV'l/I~1 ,VTl'o1,fTAI 
OJ ZbO 1=1,3 
P'II PI II .. PB I I 1+ ET A 12 I*YT I II.OT I ME 
PPII,=PNPII,-ETAIII*VNIII*OTIMF 




















II The example case presented here used the ft., lbm., second 
. , 
system of units. The gas flow conditions correspond to inlet I: stagnation conditions of standard sea level air. In the output, 
the R, THETA, V, and BETA arrays have been combined onto one 
I r i page. The nozzle blades lie between radii of 0.274 ft., and 
! I i IV 
1\ . 0.321 ft. The velocities are expressed in terms of V cr' as 
can be seen ft'om the output array. 













i ! ; J 
U 
D 
3 and a diameter of approximately 24 microns. Initially, the 
particle has a velocity that is equal to one half the gas velocity • 
The output for the particle indicates that the particle enters 
passage 26, but the angular position has been corrected to 
correspond to the proper position in the passage for which the 
data on velocity and velocity direction apply. 
The trajectory data illustrates a bounce off the pressure 
surface of the blade, in this case the iteration scheme failed 
to converge in 100 steps. This can be corrected by making the 
time step smaller. 
The following pages contain a computer code sheet with the 
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r 1--.: c... L .. , 
CD 
o 
STAToB E xamDJe: Case_ .. for .. NAsA Reoort -:t 
I I 
I 2 3 4 S 6 1 • , hl11 121]1011516 11 18192021 22 23 ~ 25 26 2128-2930 11 J2lJ J41SJ61711 394041 4243 .... 4546 41.84950 51 ~ U 54 55 56 5158 59606t 626364 6566 61686910 1J 1211 14 T~ 16 "18lq .. 0 
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,01.0
1
2".4, . I !'1'2,.41114~."' Vf "" Y I V vi-' ...r l-n IXi V 1 .EfI/( 
110 I O. IE,-;51": .~ 1.,.r:::.PI "' y I v"' / 1 f-1' I /1 v! ?"7 
I 1 .312',; 111:0.32'1 i ie .121 .3!21 I .3 I i-' I U--I : vn l--11 V I +~y'" \.!!. I· .' 1~,+rmffJJ. j...Y 1--'1. y lliW1"1 VI V IC~;~~ 
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• • • • r.T IT I I I y.> Y 1 L"l--i'l y 'T yV: !- ~
.151.100 1 ,'OiO ['LiS, 7. oie 41.17,5 y ."" . y V i y,1 y i H IJ.-r' 
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0 .. .78' 10.17S" !o'.17i8'oi· 0i·7i8G ti·~7,8G j..o t tJ:f""ZV!A".v.J...'P-~ 
-112.'0.0 2:0i:E;C I 3111.:51 1 3W'io:o 1 3121.'011'1 l...r! vV W7. I"y 1).--""1-1 : I 0. u , 
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.. ---_ .. _-------_._-_._- ._------
= r=:.i c::::::J r=..: 
, --_ .. _-_.-
1 
I Ifl.KI e .12'\ 00/1 
I AfI.KI c. "qnt.l(, 
\ .II.KI 0.1l6CrO , .. ~.~-~- • r t ... , .. - 0.H2Ct.0 . . I, Rtl.K' C.'!ORCOO .. I.KI 0.1(4C(0 
,. AII.K' 11.1C;7~QO: 
1'1 AlloK' 0.1~\cCO RII.It' 0.282~00 
I R".KI 0.214[00 
I 
--'.-._-.---- ------ -
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ROTOR - Particles in the Rotor 
This program calculates the trajectory of a particle in a 
radial inflow turbine rotor. The gas flow solution is based on 
the quasi-orthogonal method, of Reference 9. The program that 
was given in Reference 9 is modified to provide required output 
on data cards. To avoid confusion, a listing of the modified 
program is included here as Part A of the Program Listing. 
Method 
The flow diagram of the program is given in Figure 23. The 
results of the fluid solutions are stored in arrays that specify 
the gas velocity vectors at the intersection points of the quasi-
orthogonals and streamlines. with the fluid solution arrays input, 
the program goes to a RUNGE-KUTTA technique to integrate the three-
dimensional equations of motion of the particle. 
The integration of the equations of motion over one time in-
crement, is first carried out using the velocity and the gas pro-
perties at point A to determin.e the new particle location B. The 
program then calls ALOCAT and POLATE to determine the gas velocity 
components at Bl • A correctec gas velocity components are cal-
culated from Bl -with the mean values at A and Bl • The program then 
integrates the equations of motion again starting from A to find 
the corrected particle location B2 • ALOCAT and POLATE are called 
again to give the gas velocity components at B2, and these veloci';y 
components are compared to the_corresponding values at Bl , if the 
difference is large, the previous iteration is repeated. Once the 
iteration has converged, the trajectory to point B has been determined 
and this point is used as the initial point for the next time in-
crement. 
The subroutine ALOCAT is used to determine the subscripts of 
the grid points that surround the particle. Figure 15 shows a 
typical particle within a set of quasi-orthogonals and streamlines. 
The subroutine returns the values IP and KP that locate the particle 
within a particular grid. The subroutine also returns JP, which is 
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is no longer within the boundaries of the flow fiel,i, the 
routine returns NOUT which is a code specifying where 




The subroutine POLATE interpolates the value of any variable 
whose values are known at four grid pointb surrounding the 
particle. Referring to Figure 15, the subroutine first calculates 
the distances 0(1) and 0(2), and based on these distances, de-
termines a weighted average of the variable at two locations on 
adjacent streamlines. These values are AA and AD. Then the 
subroutine determines 00(1) and 00(2) and uses these distances to 
get the weighted average of AA and AD at the position occupied 
by the particle. 
The subroutine RBCH considers the particles that rebound from 
the casing or the hub. It is called whenever the particle position 
B is outside the casing or the hu~boundaries. The subroutine 
returns to the previous position, and linearly extends the traject-
ory over one time increment, with the bounce occurring at some 
portion of the time segment. The subroutines writes "BOUNCE OFF 
SURFACE (NOUT) ••• " and prints the location of the bounce. 
The subroutine RBDD considers the case where the particle 
rebounds from the'blade surfaces. 
RBCH. 
The procedure is the same as 
The subroutine RNUMDR is used to determine the drag coeffic-
ients based on a curve fit of the drag versus Reynolds Number data. 
E~uations 20 are used, and Figure 3 demonstrates the fit of these 
e~uations to data. 
The subroutine RUNGE uses a fourth order method to integrate 
a system of simultaneous first order'ordinary differential equations 
across one time step. Reference 5 explains this subroutine in 
more detail. 
Input 
The input cards take the following format. Units consistent 
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The first group of input cards are the punched output cards 
from the quasi-orthogonal program of Reference 9. These cards 
are punched in the correct format when the code BCOP in the quasi-
orthogonal program is set equal to 2. An example of the input data 
is included with the example case presented after the program listing. 
Following these, the data sets corresponding to the particle 
trajectories are 
TITLE 
VISREF, TREF, TSUT, OGFC 
RHOP, OlAP, H, TMAX, ETA-N, ETA-T 




(FlO.2, 3ElO.4, 2FlO.3) 
(6FlO.3) 
(IS) 
Multiple sets of this group may be stacked together for cases of 














- The first card is reproduced at the top of the first 
page of output for each particle. Any statement in 
columns 2 through 72 will be reproduced. 
Reference viscosity corresponding to TREF. Used in 
Sutherland's Law. (lbm/ft sec). 
- Reference temperaturt' corresponding to VISREF. Used 
in Sutherland's Law. (OR). 
- Constant used in Sut.herland's Law. 
- Drag factor. The drag coefficient 
o (198.6 R). 
based on Re~old's 
Number is multiplif!d by DGFC. Except in very special 
cases, this should 
- Particle density. 




- Time incrp~ent used in the integration process. (Sec). 
- Program stops if time exceeds TMAX. (Sec). 
- Normal restitution coefficients. 
- Tangential r~itution coefficients. 
- Initial radial position of the particle. (Ft). 





















































angular position of the particle. (Radians) • 
angular velocity of the particle. (sec-1) • 
axial velocity of the particle. (Ft). 
axial velocity of the particle. (Ft/Sec). 
- The program prints out trajectory information every 
NSTEP time increments. 
An example listing of typical output is included after the 
program listing. This program output can be divided into several 
groups. 
Output Group A. 
This set of output is a reprint of some of the data that is 
transferred from the quasi-orthogonal solution. 
Output Group B. 
This set of output is concerned with the particle trajectory. 
The first part is an echo check of the data cards corresponding to 
a particle. Such data checks are useful in correcting key punch 
mistakes on the input cards. 
After initializing the variables, the program calculates and 
prints several simil.arity parameters that are useful in relating 
this particle to other particles having similar trajectories. The 
quantitjes that are printed are explained below. 
STEP 
T 
- A c,')unt of each of the integration steps. 
_ Time., (Sec) • J) 
YR(l) ••• YR(6) - position and velocity components of the particle 
with respect to the rotor. 
ABS 
REYNOLD 
- The angular position of the particle with 
respect to the absolute reference frame. 
- Reynolds ~umber of the particle at this location. 
When the particle leaves either the exit or inlet of the flow (" 
field, the program prints the last data info~ation and includes the 
last value of STEP and M. The last M is the count of the number of 
iterations required for the solution of particle location to converge. 
If M is greater than 100, the program truncates prematurely. 
87 
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21 MA IN 
USE OF AR81fRARY QUASI-ORTHOGONALS FOR 
DISTRI8UTION IN THE ~ERIDIONAL PLANE OF 















RUNO = 0 
REAOCS,lOlOI MX,KMX,MR,MZ,W,WT,XN,GAM,AR 
ITNO = 1 
















WRITEI6,l0301 IRHi 11,1 =l,MXI 
00 20 I = l,MX 
ZSC II.ZSI II lIZ. 
ZHCII·ZHIII/12. 




IFITYPE.NE.OI GO TO 40 
WAIl,ll-WT/RHO/IlSI1'-ZHllII/3.14/IRSCll+RHC111 
00 30 I .. l,MX 
ONI I,KMXI-SQRTlIZSIII-ZHI 11I**2+IRSI 1'--RHIIII**21 
00 30 K .. l,KMX 
ONII.KI • FLOATIK-II/FLOATCKMX-ll'DNII,KMXI 
WAII,KI .. WAIl,ll 
11I,KlaONII,KI/ONII,KMXI.I1SII'-ZHIIII+ZHIII 
RCI,KI=ONII,KI/ONCI,KMXI*IRSII'-RHtlll+RHtII 
GO TO 50 
IFITYPE.Nc.l) GO TO 145 
00 45 I-l,MX 
READts,70l01 
READt5.70l01 
lONI I ,KI ,K-l,KMXI 
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21 MAIN 
READIS.7010' I ZCI.KI.K-l.KMXI 
READIS.7010J I RCI.K).K a l.KMX' 
itS CONTINUE 
WRITEC6.10401 




DO 60 K-l,MR 
REAO IS,10301ITNII,KI.I-l,MZI 
60 WRITE 16,10301ITNII,K),I-I.MZ) 
READ IS.10301IXZIII,I-I,MZI 
WRITE 16,10301IXZIII,I=I.MZ) 
READ IS.10301IXRIII.I c l,MRI 
WRITE 16.10301IXRIII.I-1.MR) 
END OF INPUT STATEMENTS. 
DATE - 7S15S 
SCALING - CHANGE INCHES TO FEET ANO PSI TO LB/SQ.FT. 
INITtALIZE. CALCULATE CONSTANTS. 
70 DO 90 K s 1,MR 
DO 80 I - 1.MZ 
80 TNII,K) - TNII,KI/ll.O 
90 XRIKI • XRIKI/12.0 
DO 100 I .. 1,MZ 
100 XZIII • XZIII/12.0 
DO 110 K .. 1, KMX 
110 SMll,KI = 0.0 
BAlLI • 0.1l 
DO 120 K - 2,KMX 
120 BAIKI=FLOATIK-II*WT/FLOATIKMX-ll 
DO 130 I • 1,MX 
130 ONII,11 - 0.0 
00 140 I • I,MTHTA 
140 XTII) .. XTIII/12.0 
ROOTaS ORT 12.0 I 
1ltS CONTINUE 
00 146 1-1,MX 
DO 146 K=l.KMX 
146 WTRII ,K,=O.O 
TOLER .. TOLER/12.0 
R9 .. RB/12.0 
ZSPLIT .. ISPLIT/12.0 
PLOSS z PLOSS*144.0 
CI • SQRTIGAM*AR*TEMP) 
WRITE 16,10S01 CI 
KMXMl • KMX-l 
CPaAR*GAM/IGAM-l.1 
EXPON • 1.0/IGAM-1.0I 
BETIN • -BETIN/S7.Z9577 
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CEF " SINIBETINI/COSIBETiNI/RINLET/lRINLET-RBI •• Z 
ERROR " 100000..0. 




IFIITER.EO.OI WRITEI6,10bOI ITNO 
IFIITER.EO.OI WRITElb,10701 
ERRORI .. ERROR 
ERROR • 0.0 
C START OF CALCULATIONS OF PARAMETERS. 
C 
DO 230 K .. 1,KMX 
DO 160. I "' 1,MX 
ABII) "' 1z(I,KI-RIl,KII/ROOT 
160 ACIII " IZII,K)~RII,KII/ROOT 
CALL SPlINEIAB,AC,MX,AlI1,KI,CURVI1,KII 
DO 170. 1 .. 1,MX 
CURVII,KI .. CURVIl,KI/I1.+ALII,KI**21.*1.5 
ALlI,KI .. ATANIALll,KII-o..785398 
CALII,KI .. COSIAlII,KII 
170 SAlII,KI .. SINIAlIl,KII 
DO 180 I .. Z,MX 
180 SMII,KIr.SMII-1,KI~SORTIIZII,KI-Zll-1,KII**2+lRll,KI-Rll-l,KII.*21 
190 CAll SPLOERIXTl11,THTAl1I,MTHTA,ZI1,KI,MX,DTOZI111 
00 220. I "' 1,MX 
CALL lININTlZII,KI,RII,KI,XZ,XR,TN,21,21,TI 
IFIRII,KI.LE.RBI GO TO 200 
OTORIII=CEF*IRII,KI-R81**2 
GO TO 210 
ZOO OTORIII " 0.0. 
210 TO .. RlI,KI*OTORIII 
220 
TP .. RII,KI*OTOZII) 
TTII,KI .. T*SQRT(l.+TP*TP) 
8ETAII,KI .. ATANITP*CAlII,KI+TO*SAlll,K)1 










IFllITER.LE.DI.ANO.IMOOIK-1,NPRTI.EO.DII WRITEI6,lo.801 K 





IFIIITER.GT.DI.OR.(MOOIK-l,NPRTI.NE.OII GO TO 230. 





























B " SM( I,K'*12. 
I: .. TTlI,K'*12. 
G .. BETA(I,K'*57.29577 
WR ITE (6.1090 I A, CUR V( I ,K, ,8, G, E, SAC I ,K' ,SBC I ,K)' SC ( , ,K, ,')0 ( I ,K, 
230 CONTINUE 
ENO OF LOOP - PARAMETER CALCULATION. 
CALCULATE BLADE SURFACE VELOCITIES. IAFTER CONVERGENCE.' 
IFIITER.NE.OI GO TO 260 
DO 250 K " 1,KMX 
CALL SPLINEIS~II,KI,TTI1,K.,MX,OELBTA,AC. 
A .. XN 
DO 240 I " 1,MX 
240 ABI I."'IRI I ,K'*Wt-WA( I ,K'*S8ETAII,K, 1*16e283186*RI I.K)/A-TTII.K,. 
CALL SPLINEISMI1,KI,A8.MX,OROM,AC' 
IFISFACT.LE.l.OI GO TO 245 
A .. SFACT*XN 
DO 244 I .. 1,MX 
244 ABIII=IRI I,KI*W+WA(I,KI.SBETAII,K •• *16.2B3186*RII,K./A-TTI I,KII 
CALL SPLINEISMI1,KI.AB,MX,AO,AC' 
245 00 250 I .. 1 ",/-IX 
BETAO=8ETAII,KI-DELBTA(I"2. 
BETAT = BETAO+DEL8TA(I) 
COS80 .. COSI8ETAOI 
COSBT .. COSI8F.TAT, 
IFIZCI,K •• LT.ZSPLIT' OROMII ... AOIII 
WTRCI,K''''COS80*COSBT/ICOS80+COS8T'*12.*WAII,K'/COSBO+RII,K'·W 
1*(BETAO-BETATI/C8ETAII ,K.**2+0ROMII' I 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C END OF 8LAOE SURFACE VELOCITY CALCULATIONS. 
C 
C 
C START CALCULATION OF wEIGHT FLOW VS. DISTANCE FROM HUB. 
C 
260 00 370 I .. 1,MX 
INO = 1 
00 270 K .. 1.KMX 
210 ACIKI=ON(I.K' 
GO TO 290 
280 WAII,lleO.S*WAII,ll 
290 DO 300 K .. 2,KMX 
J .. K-l 
HR .. RCI,K,-RII,J' 




310 00 340 K - 1,KMX 
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IFITlP.LT.O.OI GO TO 280 
TPP1P s 1.-12.*W*4LM-IW*RII,KII**ZI/Z./CP/TEMP 
OENSTY.T1p**EXpnN*RHo-IT1P/TPP1PI**EXPON*PLOSS/AR/TPP1~ITEMP 
1* 3 2. 17* SM I I ,K II SH I'" K, K I 
PRS(I,KI·OENSTY·AR*TIP*TEMP/3Z.17/1~~. 
IFllSIIJ. :..E.lHlI I; Gil TO 3Z0 
PSI"ATANllRSIII-~HlIII/IZSlll-ZHlllll-1.5708 
GO TO 330 
320 PSl:ATANllZHll'-ZSllll/lRSlll-RHlllll 
330 WTHRU C WAlI.KI*rdETAlI.KI*COSIPSI-ALlI,KII 
A " KN 




IFIABSIWT-WTFLIKMKII.lE.WTOLERI GO TO 350 
CALL CONTINIWAll,ll,WTFLIKMXI.INO,I.WTl 
IFIINO.NE.61 GO TO 290 
350 CALL SPLINTIWTFL.AC,KMX,8A,KMX,ABI 
00 360 K '" 1,KMK 
OELTA"'ABSIABIKI-ONll,KII 
ONII,KI=11.-CORFACI*ONII,KI.CORFAC*ABIKI 
360 IFIOELTA.GT.ERRORI ERROR" OELTA 
370 CONTINUE 










00 3BO K = 2,KMXMl 




IFIITER.GT.OI GO TO 410 
WRITEI6,11001 
00 400 K - 1,KMX,NPRT 
WRITE 16,10BOI K 
00 390 I .. 1.MX 
ABnl ,. llll,KI-RII,;(Il/ROOT 
ACIII ,. IIII.KI+RII,KII/ROOT 
CALL SPLINE(AB,AC,HK.ALI1,KI,CURVI1,KII 







A -ERROR. 12. 
WRITE 16,11201 ITNO,A 
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J j 
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IFIITER.GE.O) GU TO 150 
IFISCDP.NE.l) GC TO 415 
00 414 l=l,MX 
PUNCH 1010, ICNII,K),K=l,KMX) 
PUNC~ 1010, IWAII,K),K=l,KMX) 
PUNCH 1010, I ZII,K),K=l,KMX) 
PUNC~ 1010, I RII,K),K-l,KMX) 
414 CONTINUE 
415 IFI8CDP.NE.2) GO TO 10 
C CAR~ SET FOR READING ANn WRITING BETWEEN QUASI-ORTHOGONAL PROGRAM 




PUNCH 1000, MX,KMX,MTHTA 
PUNCH 1010, GAM,TEHP,RHO,AR,SFACT 
PUNCH 1010, ZSPLIT,W,XN,ALM,PLOSS 
DO 1171 J =l,MX 
PUNCH 1010, ' 
PUNCH 7010, I 
PUNCH 1010, I 
RI I,K) ,K=l,KMX) 
1 I I ,K) ,K-l,KMX) 
WAI I,K) ,K-l,KMXI 
DO 111 K=l,KMX 
ALII,K)sATANIALII,K)-0.7853982 
PUNCH 7010, I ALII,K),K=l,KMXI 
PUNCH 7010, IBETAII,KI,K-1,KMX) 





PUNCH 7010, ITHTAIJ),I=l,HTHTA) 
PUNCH 7010, I XTII),I-l,MTHTA) 
FORMAT 171 10) 
FORMATI5E14.6) 
420 GO TO 10 
C 
C END OF CALCULATION OF NEXT STREAMLINE COORDINATES. 
C 




1020 FORMATC1H1,7HRUN NO.,13,10X,23HINPUT DATA CARD LISTING) 
1030 FORMATI7F10.4) 
1040 FORMATC1H ,lOX,25H BCD CARDS FOR ON,WA,Z,R.) 
1050 FORMATC1Hl,4X,31HST~G. SPEED OF SOUND AT INLET =,F9.2) 
1060 FORMATC1HO,II,5X,13HITERATIoN NO.,13) 
1070 FORMATC1H ,6X,2HAL,12X,2HRC,12X,2HSM,12X.4H8ETA,lOX,2HTT,12X,ZHSA, 
1 lZX,2HS8,12X,2HSC,12X,2HSOI 




1l~0 .'ORMAT( IH ,6F19.6,F18.6' 
1120 FORMATC 1H ,4X,13HITERATION NO.,I3,lOX.24HMAX. STREAMLlN~ CHANGE s, 
1 FIO.b) 
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.. ALL -iSHAnl XT I 
W"ITFlb,40101 
Ill) 10 I=I,MX 
10 WP ITF16,40601 RII,lI.ZII.II,RII.KMXI.ZII,K:-IXI 
WPITF16,50501 IXTII"t=I,MTHTAI 
WRITFlb,50401 (THTAITI,t=I,MTHTAI 
PfAn PARTICLF nATA 
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"T 11'''='''5 T r-p 
TS=T 
"'II IN I')IIT'" = 7'HA2 16/5 
C n"TFl~tr-lr "Ill VFLOCITIFS AN" PPOPFPTJES AT PARTICLF lOCATT0N. 





IF(NOUT.EQ.DI ~n TO 60b 
W<>[Tr(b,40801 
~Il T,) b05 







S'H = 1 1Jr1( II *S...,( MX ,K p)+nf1( 21 *s,.,( "'X, KP-lIl1 (no( 11+on( 2) I 
T[P=I.O-(WAP**2+2.*W*IILM-(W*YR(111**2)/2.0/CP/TFMP 
TPPIP=I.O-12.*W*IILM-(W*VR(111**ZI/Z.C/CP/TF"'P 




1 + TSUTI 
C ,,,,,T[AltIE FOP FtP~T STEP. 
c 
1'111 610 1 =1,4 
wQ([)=WPIlI 
Will tl=wIlI 11 
wII [1=wZ( 11 
RHI1A ( I ,:<lH(lA ( 11 
T""IPA(I'=TFMPA(l' 
611) VIC;TA"III=III<;TAR(lI 
1'1'"1 6Z0 1=1,"1 
620 VI! S ( I I = VI< ( " 







630 IF(RUNGF'(N,YR,FR,T,HI.NE.lI GO Tn 640 
F'P.(II=VR(21 
FP( 2'=VP( II*VP('t'**2+2.0.VRI1I*W*YR(41+VP( 11*\11**2 












































""...:' .... -,-'"-'.-._._, .. ',,-
r 
1 .. ~ C C1 N 01< V 0 I r F'" ( WlJC 2 I -v R ( 11 * V R (41 II VI> , 11 
1'1"« '51=VR(bl 
~Q(bl=RCO~*VnlFF*'WZ'21-VR(bll 
1;'1 T;) 630 
640 CO"'T INU" 




IF(IIjIIUT.Ff'.OI GO HI 700 
IF(NOlJT.fQ.lI GC, Tn 780 
'F(NQUT.FD.ll cn TO 780 
1)(1 64, 1=1,6 
645 yo (I,=YRS( II 
T=TS 
IF(NOllT.NF.21 GU TO b'iO 
QA( 1,=Q( IP,ll 
·l\I~I=R(IP-l,ll 
ltllll=lll Poll 
Z A (21 =Z" P-1, 11 
CAll P~CHIYR,PA,1A,T,H,FTA,NCUTI 
G'1 T!1 150 
650 T F I NfillT • ~'F • 41 r.o T" 660 
I'AIlI=O( IP,KMXI 











fA L l "R!\ f\ I Y R , 1 HE' T A , Z A , T, H , FT A , NO lJ T , I) T H F T 1 
1;" HI 750 
C DET[Q~INF AII' VALlJFS AT NEW LOCATION 
c 
700 CALL POLATEIR,Z,WA ,YRI1',VRI51,IP,KP'WAp ,nnl 
CAlL PClATFIR,z,~FTA ,VR(11,VR(51,IP,KP,BFTAP ,onl 
CAl~ POLATFIR,l,AL ,VQI1"VQI5I,TP,KP,AlPP ,r", 




S"'T= I nn III '" SM( MX ,K P l .. nnl21 *c; ~ PlX, K P-1I I II on ( 11 +nl'1 2 II 
TlP=I.u-IWAP**2"2.*W*AlM-IW*VRI11 '**21/2.0/CP/T"~P 
TPI'IP=1.u-12.>C<W*4lM-(W*VR( 1I1**21/2.C/f:PITFIiP 




~ -l ... 



















~>' •• :." ..... '.. , 
r. lFVFI 2l ~AII\j I)AT!' = 75Ull 10/5'; 
V!STA~141.VI~PFF.IITFMPAI41/1RFrl •• 1.SI.ITR~F+TSUTI/Il~~nAI41 
1 .TSUTJ 
r 
r T"~T ~,~ VAL lIFO;' U<;Ft'l, IF INCIJPIHCT,PFSr:T "HFr:p~TTnN VAlUFS AN'l r;n 




1 .At;Il.(MlSIWl"tI-Wll3l1.ll.1.0F-41' GU Til 150 
HRI21·'h~'41+WRI1"/2.0 
.UIll=IWUI41+wUI7"/2.0 
""121=I"ZI41.Wll U 112.0 
\-'<1131 =hP 141 
,.JUI 31 =~lII41 
.-1 L I .~ I = W Z , 4 I 
:; oj, : A' 2 I = I P HdA I 41 +IHW A I lJ I; 2.0 
TC"PA'21·ITEMPA'41+TF~PAI111/Z.0 
VlSTft~121·IVISTANI41+VI5TARIZII/Z.0 
V r ~ T!\ ~ I Z , = I V 1ST /II> I 4 I+V I <;T ~ PIli 1/ 2 • 0 
T"T~ 
r,c' 7tO 1=1,~ 
Hu Y~III·yoqll 
I ~ I '1 • G T • 1 00 I GI J Tn II CO 
1;(1 TO 62'> 





IlJ 160 I=I.~I 






.. I II 3 1=2 • (J .WU 141- WU I II 
wlllli =hl1l41 




















VI <;TA~( .. ):VIST Ar>( 31 
~ITT··'t=="'T!Mr-l 
1 
('1/1T<= = 151;17 
7tjJ IF((NOUT.FC).1I.nfJ.(NO'JT.E().31.il~.(T.GT.T''''AXII GO TO 1100 
IFINTIMF.~T.DI ~n T~ b25 
loJ"IFI6,20'>O) L,T,(VR( II ,I=I,61,RFNOLn 
h,T I ",c='!<;P'P-l 
IF([.';T.1I 'HIMl=NSTfP 
So TO 6/':> 
8)0 fillH I "JUF 
,!PITC(6,20?0) L,T,(Y~(I)"=I,61,FI=NIJLn 
~A :<=(G,20~0) M,l 
tiO'> rQo',Tl~Ul' 
(;(1 TI.' 60~ 
205J F .. !I('1AT( I" ,IIO,F15.6,7Fl5.5) 
'>000 rl'''''.~T( lPO,21l0) 
,0.)0 F\lRMAT (IHA4) 
3010 FGP~AT(FLD.4,3rlJ.41 
302:J r.: cMAf(rIO.4,FIO.3,F10.3,3t=IO.41 
3030 ,,,,,"lAT It-qO.!>) 
.. oon I'U!>"·AT ( IHI ,18A4) 
'. D 1 0 FJ P " ~ T I Itl 0, L.~ X ,6H V I 51> I':F , LL X, 4HTR F F , II X , 4H T S" • , I 1 X, 4t-nGF C" , 
1 (<=2J.4,?FI5.4)) . 
j 
I bllj~ 
',DtO I"l~"AT( l"O,IOX",HFHOP,IIX,4H(1IAP,14X,lH4,IIX,4HHIIIX.10X,5HETA-N, 
1 II)X.5IliTA-T, 1,1 I' 15.4,2F 15. 3,3F15.411 
4030 FOPMATI1H0, 9X,5HYR(I',IOX,5HYh(Z"IOX,5HYR(31,10X,5HYP(4',IOX, 
I 51-<Y" I 5) ,lOx,'>HYP(61,/,c6FI5.<;11 
',U40 FflR~lI\TI Ihl,44HI'~PORTANT OATA FRUM QlJASI-C:RTI-CGO"JAL PRGGPA"I,I/, 
1 RX.?H~X,7X"~KMX,5X,5~MTHTA,I,(3110') 
4050 r'lR'~'\TI IHO, 9X,'iHGA"'''A,11X,4HTEPI,P,12X,3HPHC,11X,4HI'GAS,IOll. 
I 5HSFAr:r, <'X,6HlSPLIT,14X,ltiW,/,c 7 F I5.4)) 
4 06 U Fi I ~"A T I IH ,2 F 15.6 , 5 X ,2 r 1 5.6) 
40TU F"PMAT( 1I-0,I?HHlJR (Cf'RDI~1I1FS,21X,I"HTlP Cf,rknH,ATF<;,1,1X,lHP, 
1 14X,lHl,I~X,lHR,14X,IHZI 
40HO FnRMAT(46HCrIlD TlrlF rUT 8F PASSAC;I' AT FIPST PCINT GIVF~.I 
.. U~O ~IJ RMII T ( lHU, I2X, 7 HXN, 12 X, 3HIIU', lOX, 5f-iPLil<;$, I, 
I (3F15.4)) 
50)0 FJRMAT(lHO,5X,4HSTFP,14X,IHT,IOX,5HYR(11,10X,5HYR(21,1OX,5HYR(], 
I luX, 5HY~ (4), 10X, 5HYR 151, h)X, 5HYl< (6', C)X, bHRFNOlf1, 
1 I'(Tll,(15.6.6F15.5" 
5010 F'WMATll'i) 
5020 I'rpMftT(17~OPPI~T nllTA FvrpY,11,2X,1HSTF P ISII 
50/~C <:(10 ·'.r, T ( 12HOT I~F T~ ill' fI /lY" , (hF 1'5.511 




















~ ____ J ___ I 
-
I I ___ J ___ -1 
lI"Vq !l Al UC II T (',~. '1 , ,. !Jl.rl? lb/5~ 
<; II-IP "UT 1 t\ F IILuC 1\ T I II , Z , "X, KMX , Y R, TH Til, X T , M T ,~ , "~l, l .. T , T f), J P ,K II, NOU 1 
r t ., F '" 'i t m. "I 21 ,7l 1 • Z I 2 1 .ll 1 , PC III I .1 C 1211 , yo I (, I , TliT II 171 I ,x T ( 21 I 
~IT >-iT II"'MT A 
I S"LT T=7S T 
rn Z,) 1=1,"1" 
tHAtI'illll,l)-lll,KMlIlI.LT.1.OF-12) ron TO Ie 
II = I ~ ( 1 , 11 -fJI I ,K ~ X) ) III I 1 , 11- Z I I , K M X) ) 
4;R ( I ,II-A.ZII, 1 I 
QTr<;T=~"'YP(r,I+R 
IFloT;:ST.Lf.Y~Il" GO Tn 30 
r. I HI 70 
lt1 IFIZII,lI.r:F.YI<II)" r.O Tn 30 
?ll (,I.T I'IU r 
30 t P= I 
tFIIP.Nf.lI GIJ Tf"' 40 
NtJtlT=l 
~"TU°"l 
40 If'l II'.NE.~'X' r;n HI 50 




nl' 'Ttl ~=l ,KMX 
IFIII'l5UIIP,K'-ZlIP-I,KII.U'.i.OF-121 Gil Te tal 
A=lollP-l,KI-QIIP,K))/llIIP-l,K)-lITP,KI) 
~=PI fP,K)-A*lIIP,K) 
o T'" S T = II *v P I 0; I + B 
l"IVDlll.l F .PTFSTI r;L Tr) 80 
Gil '!~ 70 




_, c Tt III 'I 
'10 f F I ~ I> • 'I r • K ~i X) r.C Tn 12 0 
lFIAI!SllIIP,K P I-Z(lP-I,KPII.LT.1.0F-12) GO TI' 110 
IFIV~ll'.LT.RTFSTI GV Tn llO 
'jljllT:4 
,<"'nJR'~ 
110 IFIYH51.LF.Z( IP,KPII N[JUT=4 
R"TIJRN 
120 C":'IT! \lU" 
n,j 1;0 J=l,I"HTII 
IFIXTlJI.r.F.VDI:J\ I r.C Tf) 140 
13;J (I'~. T , 'IU" 
1'.0 .II>"J 
'\" , fll T II I J P-l 1- T H T A' J P) II( x T, J P-l'-Xl I Jr» 1 
·.THTAIJP)-A$XTIJPI 




















I I j 
1 
J 






: ; I 
" I V G l <= vr: L 2 I AlUCAT nl\ Tr '" 75 UlZ 
Tr1~ T l:;n THl' t.+THT f\ 
Ttl C T 2:;-nTHT ,'.,'HHP 
II' I Y ~ n I. LT • T HrT 11 Gil Til 150 
'IIIUT:;'i 
R"T\J~'I 
150 P"IY"131.GT.THFTZI Gfl Tn 160 
"')11' JT =6 
11.0 Dr ItW', 
nln 
SlJ""'IJTlNf: Pl1lATJ'IR,Z,fI,I1P,ZP,lP,KI',AP,OOI 
rll"<=r.SIUr-. PIZ1,ZI1 ,ZIZ1,21 I,AIZ1,211,[,)IZI ,DI')IZI 
no 10 l:;l,Z 
Ih:iP+l-1 
1<=1 AaSIZIIA,KP-II-ZIIA,KPII.lT.1.0f-1Z1 GO Tn 5 
IFI AHS(PIIA,KpI-RIIA,KP-11).lT.1.0~-lZI GO TO 6 
~ 'I:; ( P ( I A, '" PI -R I I A, K 1'-1 III I 1 I I 4, K PI -7 I I A, '"'1'-1 1 1 
'\ 1 :;~. ( I A , ~ 1'-1 1-4 r-< * Z I I A, K P - 1 I 
,,?=PP+ZP/AM 
lA:IHZ-~11*AM/IAM**2+1.01 
1<1\: "7-1 41 A/I; 
1';.1 Tn 10 
~ PA=pr 
ZIl=ZIIA,I<.P-ll 
roll Tn 10 
6 1<4=PIIA,KP-II 
l~=Zr> 
10 fli "= C;OPTIIRA-I1PI**7+'lA-lPI**21 
."1 T = f) ( 11 +n ( 2 I 
A J = ( n, 1 1*4 I I 1', K 1'-1 1 +r. 121 * 4 lIP -1, KP- 1 1 1 lOT 
A,\=(rJI lI*AI Ip,KPI+nIZI*AI IP-l,Kpl I/I')T 
'''1 20 K=I,7 
KA:KP-K+I 
"C=lnl 1I*~1 IP,KAI+f1IZI*RI IP-l,K41110T 
Z C " I IJ I I 1* Z I I P, K~ 1 + r I 7 I *Z I 11'-1, K AI 1/0 T 







































C;lIi'flnIJTI~,F SPLlfIIT IX,Y,fIlol.MAX,YI'IIT! 
"1,1 r filS II i~ II I ~O I , V I ') 0 I , 51 50 I, AI 50 I , fl I 50 I ,C I 5C I ,1=1 !>:) I , w 150 I , SRI 50 I , 
1 r,l .j 0 I , F'" I ~ a I ,ll5 0 I , V IN TI 50 I 
r.dMMOl\j Q 
PiT"!;"" () 
'" 10 I=2,~J 
q II=XI I I-XI I-II 
1 u r. ". T !'HJr 
\111:',-1 
", I la,,, 2 ,N l' 
tl I 1=5111/(,.0 
'I( I'~I <;( II+SI 1+11113.0 
CI' I=q 1+11/0.0 




r: I 1 ) =- • c; 
"111=).0 




')11 .'() 1=2 ,"l 
',111='11 II-AI Il*Sf!1 I-II 
,,~( 11=(11 I/wl II 
~o r;II'=IFII'-"III*GII-lII1WIII 
~ 'q II; I "r, I ~, I 
'1,1 40 1=2,N 
j( .::. r,t .. 1 - r 
41l e·'I~·I=r:c~ 1-5'11K,*I'MII'+1) 




1::0 TO 90 
60 IFClClI.LT.Il.I*XI11-.1*XI211IWRITF 1f"IOOOIIIII 
Gu Til 85 
1000 I=,jP'J\T 1l1H nUT OF RAfIlGF Z ilFlO.61 
6>'5 1"llII,.Gl.Cl.L*XINI-.1*XIN-11I1 WRITE 1(',lOOOIZCII 
'< ='~ 
r.l m 85 
70 '>=I711'-XII<II ili),15,80 
7 '. VI' I TI I I "Y I K I 
r", Til gO 
'''It<-~II 70,70,65 




uX~ " ~AXOIN,M"XI 






















l""V r l 
___ J_~,_ 1 
II ~ACH 
<;,H"'IIIT 1 "IF R 11(; III VI' ,11, I, T, H,F TA ,NIJUT I 
r'l ;'\ t 'I: 5 In. Y PI b I ,Iq 2 I ,l ( 2 I , FT "Ill 
I)" TF 
P'I M~SILln-lllll.'-T.l.ur-121 r.1I Tn 100 
1"'1 ,nSH'UI-HlIl.lT.I.or-121 GO Til 200 
S~=1~121-RIIIl/lllll-11111 
11=1 :'f\SIV~lbl'.lF.l.OF-121 GIl TI' 10 
I~I IRSIY~1711.LF.I.()~-lll GU Tn .!O 
p,~ = v ~ I .. II v P I Id 
l'~ = (ll II * sl~-n I ~ I * PM+V R I l,-R I 111 II SM-PM I 
".I=S'I'" I lR-ZI III+P I II 
<;0 Tn 30 
Iii ",=VRI ~ I 
P~=S't* IIR-LIIII +" I 11 
r; J Tn l C 
20 k>i=YR I!I 
II = I P 1- ~ I II 1/ S ,'-\+ I I 1 I 
~!! Tn 3C 
hit) fl=l II>1SIVPI211.LT.l.OF'-lZl Gfl Til 110 
P'1",YIi 121/yP l61 
·~=J.>~"'(ll ll-yQ('>II+V"1 1I 
l'1=llll 
r:,! Tn 30 
IIJ Q!;VPI II 
£.-I=llll 
r.: 1': '10 
?~l~ frl ,''15IVHlhll.l T.L.OF-Ill GO TO 250 
P"=VP I 21/V~ I 61 
''i=r.tlll 
lR=IPf',VRlllIIP"i+VRI'51 
r:n TI1 ;0 
2jO D.\=" I II 
1"'=V·'('51 








r:I\MUII= A'IN21(R(21-PI1II,(ZIZI-II1111 -1.5701963 
flLPHII:3.1415927+ ATA~2(YR(ZI,VR(61) 
V"I=V"'''' r.OS (GA'I/.,I\-Al Pt'A I 
VTP;V"'. C;INcr~~MM"-AlPH/I' 
V,, P =-V ,\1'1< (C '; A I LI 
VTQD=IITP*FTAI11 
VUI41=Y~141·FTA(21 
V~f'= <;(JIH (V~'P**7+VTRP**21 
~~TI\= AT~~?(vTRP,-VNPI 
YD(21= V~P* 5IN(GAMMA+~FTAI 





















j -__ ~ ______ .. _. J j 
"ATF = 1!>182 
<;'I"~'1tJT ll\r rH\fI'\(VO:>, TI-'''T, 1, T,f-l,FTI\,NlllJT ,nTHfT 1 
nl,'r"ISlr .• VP lfol,Tt'FH21,lI2I,FTAI21 
r,,"r~~!l N YI21 
P'PHlJT.~,r.<;1 r.[, Tn " 
')' I 4 ,,, L , 2 
4 V I II = I T 1-1' T (I I +0 T Hf T I *V ~ I I I 
~, ! Fl'" 1 J T • ~ r • (, I ';0 T P 1 
,:~" 1=1,<; 
6 YI 11=1 TI--qll l-nTH'T I*VRI 11 
1 r'-1I\TlililJr 
[Flhtl<;IlI2I-IIIIl.LT.l.0F-L21 r.e: TO 10 
lr.IAR<;IYI21-Yllll.LT.L.OF-lll 1';0 TO 20 
~~=IY(ll-YIIII/IIIll-ZILII 
T F I fI!j <; IV r l'tI I • LT. I • () F - 12 I GO TO 30 
'FIAM~IY~(6 lI.ll.1.0F-121 r.C TO 40 
P~=Y~141*VPI1I/YKlbl 
Z "= I Y I{ I = I * n I I I-PI-' .. Y PI 51-Y II I +<;M *ZI L I III SM- PM 1 
V" =<;M .. I lP--lllll +Y I II 
r.l T,I lLlC 
III [~IA~<;(y"1411.LT.I.OF-IZI r,ro Tn I~ 
lil=Z111 
P'1=VRI'tI*VPI1l/VRI61 
V" '" p,'I" 1 Z I 1 ) -Y ~ I ~ I 1 + Y ~ I ., "V R 1 3 1 
r;,) Til 100 
1? 7q=llll 
V'I=yullI*VPDI 
Gn TIl 100 
ZO IFlt\Jl,Sly rl I611.LTol.OF-IZI GO TO 25 
YII=YI I) 
D1=v o I41*YRlll/YPI61 
1 f1" I Y" - nIl I *y P I 3 I + PM" YR I 5 I I 1 PM 
G') T(' LOa 
7~V'I=YII) 
7'1=voI51 
r.d T;l L 00 
3U Y'I=Y~I 11*vR131 
Z1=IYiI-VI LI+5.'1*11111/5M 
r,'1 Y;-' lGU 
40 lfl=YQ I ':> I 
V<1=5"*1 11.<-LI 11 I+VI 11 
1 0 () C '1~, T I 'IlJ r , 
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Example (Part A) 
The example presented here uses the ft., lbm., second 
system of units. The rotor in this case has an inlet radius 
of 2.961 inches (7.52 em). The gas flow is that corresponding 
, 
to a gas with inlet temperature of 26600R and density of 
0.1277 lbm/ft3• 
A more detailed description of the input data format 
is contained in Reference 9. Only the output from the computer 
run is included on the following pages. 
The solution reveals no large variations in the radius 
of curvature and smoothly accelerating gas velocities from 
inlet to exit. 
Inputting the variable BCDP as described in Reference 9 
with a value of 2 will cause a set of data ca~d. to be punched. 
These data cards are used as the first Part of the input 
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... 1 J 1- _ J 
~xample (Part B) 
The example presented here uses the ft., lbm., second 
system of units. The rotor in this case has an inlet radius 
of 0.26475 ft. (7.52 em). Th£. gas flow is that corresponding 
to a gas with inlet temperature of 2660 0 R and density of 
3 0.1277 lb/ft • 
The particle studied has specific gravity of 2 and a 
diameter corresponding to about 10 microns. The velocity is 
initially in the same direction as the gas flow solution 
with a magnitude of one half the gas velocity. The particle 
bounces off the shroud surface before passing through the 
turbine. 
The following pages contain a computer code sheet with 
the data arranged in the proper columns, and the output for 
this example. The block indicated as that punced by the 
Quasi-Orthogonal program is approximately a box of cards 
that is required to transfer the Quasi-Qrthogonal information 
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VANPY - Partic) "S in a Turning Vorte_x 
This program calculates the trajectory of a particle in an 
inward turning vortex after first calculating the flow through 
S(!.ch geometry. 
The fltlid flow solution is based on the principal of constant, 
~ = Vur along the streamlines, although the values A, may be dif-
ferent for different streamlines. The variation in the radius of 
curvature of the streamlines between hub and shroud is taken to 
be linear. The original program was supplied by NASA Lewis Re-
search Center, but was modified such that the input of data is 
easier and the velocity signs are consistent with those used in 
the solution of the particle trajectories. 
Method 
Figure 24 is a flow diagram of the program VANPY. The results 
of the fluid solution are stored in arrays that specify the velo-
city vectors of the gas at the intersection points of the ortho-
gonals and streamlines. With the fluid solution completed, the 
program uses a Runge~Kutta technique to integrate the three-
dimensional equations of motion of the particle. 
The integration of the equations of motion over one time 
increment is first carried out using the gas velocity and the 
properties of the gas at point A to determine the new particle 
location B. The progr~m then calls BLOCAT and POLATE to determine 
the gas velocity components at Bl • A correct .. ~d g.!lS velocity com-
ponents are calculated from Bl with the mean ~alues at A and Bl • 
The program then integrates the equations of motion again starting 
from A to find the corrected particle locatio~ 52. BLOCAT and 
POLATE are called again to give the gas velocity components at B2 , 
and these velocity components are compared to the corresponding 
values at Bl , if the difference is large, the previous iteration 
is repeated. Jnce the iteration has converged, the trajectory 
to point B has been determined and this point is used as the initial 
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The subroutine CONTIN is used to iterate for the hub surface 
velocity, the iteration technique is based on the mass flow cal-
culated from the fluid solution. 
The subroutine PABC calculates the coefficients of the parabola 
y = ax2 + bx + c, passing through three given points. This sub-
routine is used in the fluid solution. 
The subroutine FNTGRL performs the integration of a function 
F(l) over equal size increments. This subroutine is used in the 
fluid solution. 
The subroutine SPLINT interpolates points along a spline fit 
curve that lie between the points specifying the curve. 
The subroutine RNUMBR is used to determine the drag coefficient 
based on a curve fit of the drag versus Reynolds Number data. 
Equations 20 and Figure 3 demonstrate the fit of these equations 
to the data. 
The subroutine RUNGE uses a fourth order method to integrate 
a system of simultaneous first order ordinary differential equations 
across one time step. Reference 5 explains this subroutine in 
more detail. 
The subroutine BLOCAT is used to determine the subscripts 
of the grid points that surround the location of the particle. 
Figure 15 shows the particle within a typical set of orthogonals 
and streamlines. The subr.uutine returns the values of IP and 
KP that locate the particle within a particular grid. If the 
particle is no longer within the boundaries of the flow field, 
the subroutine returns NOUT, which is a code specifying where the 
particle has moved out of bounds. 
The subroutine POLATE interpolates the value of a variable 
whose values are specified at the four grid points surrounding the 
particle. Referring to Figure 15, the subroutine first determines 
the distances 0(1) and 0(2), and based on these distances, determines 
a weighted average of the variable at two locations on adjacent 
streamlines. These values are AA and AB. Then the subroutine 
determines 00(1) and 00(2) and uses these distances to get the 
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The subroutine RBCH is used when the particle rebounds from 
the case or the hub. It is called whenever the particle position 
is outside the case or hub boundaries. The subroutine returns to 
the previous position, and linearly extends the trajectory over 
one time increment, with the bounce occurring at some portion of 
the time segment. The subroutine writes "BOUNCE OFF SURFACE 
(NOUT) ••• " and prints the location of the bounce. 
Input 
The input cards take the following format. Any consistent 
system of units can be used. An example of the input data is 
included with the example case presented after the program listing. 
The dat~ cards cover two main groupsJ 
MX, KMX, Zl, Z2, Rl, R2 
GAMMA, CP, TIP, RHOIP, WRFL 
RC(2, 1) ••• RC(2, KMX) 
,\L(l, 1) ••• AL(MX, 1) 
LAMBDA (1, 1) ••• LAMBOA (1, KMX) 
Group B 
TITLE 
VISREF, TREf', TSUT, DGFC 
RHOP, DIAP, H, TMAX, ETA-N, ETA-T 
YR(l), YR(2), YR(3), YR(4), YR(S), YR(6) 
NSTEP 








(F10.2, 3010.4, 2FlO.3) 
(6FlO.3) 
(IS) 
These cards specify the parameters of the gas flow solution. 
If only these input cards were fed in the input, the fluid solution 
only will be obtained. Figure 25 indicates with more clarity some 
of the terms listed below. 
MX - Number of orthogonals. 
KMX - Number of streamlines. 
Zl - Axial location of first orthogonal. (Length) 


































- Radial location of last orthogonal. (Length) 
- Radial location of the circle center. (Length) 
- Ratio of specific heats. 
- Specific heat at constant pressure. (Cr g) (Length
2/ 
Time2 - Degrees Abs) 
- Inlet stagnation temperature. (Degrees Nbs.) 
- Inlet stagnation density. (Mass/Lengthl ) 
- Fluid mass flow. (Mass/Time) 
- Radius of curvature of streamlines 1 through KMX at 
orthogonals 2 through (MX-l). (Length). The radius 
of curvature of the streaml:Aes along orthogonal 1 
and MX are set equal to 10,000 by the program. 
- The angle a corresponding to the flow directions at 
the orthogonals 1 through MX, this angle is negative 
in the direction indicated in Figure 25. (Degrees) 
- The term A = rV for each streamline from 1 through 
2 u 
KMX. (Length /Time) 




specify the variables that are used in determining 
For studies involving more than one particle, sets 






- The first card is reproduced at the top of the first 
page of output for each particle. Any statement in 
columns 2 through 72 will be reproduced. 
- Reference viscosity corresponding to TREF. Used in 
Sutherland's Law. (Mass/Length Time) 
- Reference temperature corresponding to VISREF. Used 
in Sutherland's Law. (Degrees Abs.) 
- Constant used in Sutherland's Law. Either 19B.GoR or 
llO.OoK. 
- Drag factor. The drag coefficient based on Reynold's 
Number is multiplied by DGFC. Except in very special 
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- Particle density. (Mass/Length3 ) 
- Particle diamecer. (Length) 
- Time increment used in integration process. (Time) 
- program stops if time exceeds TMAX. (Time) 
- Normal restitution coefficient. 
- Tangential restitution coefficient. 
- Initial radial position of the particle. (Length) 
- Initial radial velocity component of the parti~le. 
(Length/Time) 
- Initial angu13r position of the particle. 
- Initial angular velocity of the particle. (Time-1 ) 
- Initial axial position of the particle. (Length) 
- Initial axial velocity of the particle. (Length/Time) 
- The program prints out trajectory information every 
NSTEP time increments. 
An example listing of typical output is i.nc1uded after the 
program listing. This output is divided into several output groups. 
OUtput Group A. 
This set of output is an echo check of the input data and 
includes the calculated critical velocity of the gas. Such data 
checks are useful in correcting key punch mistakes on the data 
cards. The variables listed in this group were explained under 
Input. 
O\ltput Group B. 
This set of output concerns the solution of the gas flow 
through the turning vortex. A new page is used for the printed 
output of different orthogona1s. The Rand Z arrays locate the 
intersection points of the orthogona1s and the streamlines. The 
Re, ALPHA and LAMBDA arrays are explained under Input. The rest 
of the output formats are explained below. 
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BETA Array - Angle between the meridional velocity component and 
the velocity vector, at the intersection of the 




- Dimensionless speed at the intersection point of 
the orthogonals and streamlines. 
Output Group C. 
This set of output corresponds to the particle trajectories. 
The first part is an echo check of the input cards corresponding 
to Data Set B. After initializing the variables, the program 
calculates and prints several similarity parameters to relate 
particles having similar trajectories. The variables that are 




- The characteristic length based on the critical density. 
(Length) 
- The particle time constant based on the viscosity at 
critical flow conditions. (Time) 
The Reynolds Number of a particle whose velocity is 
equal to half the gas critical velocity. 
After the similarity parameters are printed, trajectory information 
is printed every NSTEP time increments. This information includes 
the following terms. 
L - Number count of the time increments. 
T - Time 
YR(l) - Position and Velocity components of the particles. 
••• YR(6) 
RENOLD - Reynold's Number of the particle at this location. 
When the particle passes out of the flow field through the 
inlet or exit, the program always prints the trajectory information 
for the last point, which should be just outside the boundaries. 
Following this the value of the number of iterations, H, is printed. 
If the iteration procedure for the particle location B has not 
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PARTICLE THROUGH A TURNING VORTEX 720626 
THIS PROGRA~ r.ALCULlTES THE PARTICLE TPAJECTORY IN AN I~~ARD 
TURNING VORTEX, AFTER FIRST CALCULATING THE FLOW THRJUGH SUC~ A 
GeJ~ETRY. THE FLUI~S SOLUTION IS BASED ON A STREAMLINE CJPV,TURE 
~&THJO IN WHICH A LINEAR VARIATION IN THE ~ADUIS OF CURVATURE OF 
TH~ STREAMLINES IS ASSU~ED BETAEEN THE HUS A~D THE SH~OUD. THE HU8 
AND THE SHROUD CJ~TJURS ARE CIRCULAR AND THUS HAVE CONSTA~T RADIUS 
OF CURVATURE. SEE THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR THE INPUT DATA RELAT-
ING TO THE FLUID SOLUTION. 
FRJ~ THE INITIAL POINT, GIVEN AS INPJT, THE PROGRAM USES A 
RUNGA-KUTTA METHOD TO INTEGRATE THE PARTICLE EOUATIO~S OF MOTION TO 
DETERMINE THE LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE SASED ON A GIVEN TI~E STEP. 
THE FLUIDS SOLUTIO~, AT GIVEN ~RIO POINTS IS USED TO CALCULATE THE 
AERJOYNAMIC DRAG ON THE PARTICLE. SEE THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIJN FOR 
THE INPUT DATA A~O FORMAT RELATING TO THF TRAJECTORY SOLUTION. 
IMPLICIT REAL*S IA-H,O-ZI 
REAL.8 LAMBOA 
INTEGER PUNGE 
W. S. :LEVENGER, JR. 
DIMENSION VC2I,ZII,8ETACZI,Zl"RIZI,211,RCI21,21I,ALIZI,21', 















WRITEC6,Zl601 MX, IALII,ll,I"I,MXI 
READI5,lDIDI ILA~SOAII,KI,K"I,KMXI 
WRITEI6,2150lKMX, CLAMSDACI,KI,K"I,KMXI 
00 6 Ke l,K14X 






















































21 MAl .. DATE • lS0ltS 
6 :; ON TlIIIUE 


























S--C VU*21*U.0:OS CALC I, 1I*CONII IIR (J, 111 
OJ 20 K=l,NN 









IFI(Vel,K.l,.*Z,.GT.Z.O*CP*TIPI GO TO 46 
RHO=RHOIP*Cl.-CVII,K+11 •• 21/12.*CP-TlP"--C1./eGA~MA-l.11 
20 Fel,K+ll=RHn-v~-qcl.K+I) 
DO 30 K=l ,K'~X 
30 F 1C K). F C I ,K I 
CALL FNTGRLCOELfAN,Fl,KMX,AIIIS' 
WTFLES=ANSIKMX'*2.-PI 
IFIOA8SCWTFLES-~TFL).LE •• OOOOl .WTFL' GJ TO 50 
CALL CONTINeVEST,WTFLES,lND,JZ,WTFL,DELTAXI 
lFIINO.LT.IO) GO TO 10 
IFCINO.NE.IO)GO TO 40 
WRITEC6,2l10' WTFLES 
GO TO 50 
40 WRJTEC6,20101 
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45 W~ITEC6,20BOI VCI,11 
GO TO 100 
46 W~ITE(6,20BII VII,K+II 
GO TO 100 






100 C::INTI NUf 


















WRITEC 6,4090 1 
00 110 I=I,MX 
OJ 110 K"'l,KMX 
ALCI,K)aALII,KI~CONV 
8ETAII,KlzBETAII,KI*CONV 
VII,K I=VII ,K I-VCR 
llt> CONTINUE 
OETER~I~E AIR ~ELO:ITIES AND PROPE~TIES AT PARTICLE LUCATION. 
SET UP TJ START T~ACE AND INITIALIZE. 
CALL 8LOCATIR,Z,MX,KMX,YR,IP,KP,NOUTI 
IFINOUT.EQ.OI GQ TO 130 
WRITEI6,40401 IIIOUT 
GO TO 105 
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21 MAl'll DATE a 750~5 






T S= T 
00 &10 1=1,4 
V~III"'VRl11 
VUII,=VUI11 
VZ III"VZC 11 
RHOA' II .. RHOA 111 
TEMPAIII .. TfMPAI11 
610 VISTARCII"VISTA~111 
DO 620 1= 1, N 
15/2714~ 





I IU I I 








I NTE GRATE US J 'IIG ~U'IIGE-KUTTA METHOD. 
625 V) JF~=DSORTI (VRC 21-YPI211**2+CVlJI21-YRIlI*YRCltll**2+CVZ (21-YR 161' 




630 IF'RUNGEIN,YR,F~,T,HI.NE.11 GO TO 640 
F~11I=YRI21 
FRI2I a YRI1,*YRC41**2.SCON*VOIFF*IVRCZ,-YRCZ', 
F~(3)=YRI4) 
FRClt,a-Z.0*YRC21.YRC41/YRI1).8C~N*VDIFF*(VUCZI-YRC11*YR(4)I/YRC1) 
F ~ I 51 = YR ( 6) 
F~C61=8CON*VDIF=.CVZ(2)-YRC61) 
Gn TO 630 
640 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE IF WAll INTFRA[TJO'll JCCU~~ED. 
645 
CAll SlOCATIR,Z,'4X,KMX,YR,IP,KP,NOUTI 
I~INOUT.EQ.O' GJ Tn 100 
IFCC'IIOUT.EQ.11.JR.CNOUT.EO.311 GO TO 780 
00 645 1=1,6 
YR IIl aYRScr I 
T=TS 

























GO TO 7';0 
OETEII~I~E AIR VALuES AT NEW LOCATION. 
DA TE .. 75045 15/27144 
n 700 C4ll POL4TFIII,l, V,YII(ll,YPI~I,IP,KP,VP ,00, CAll POlATF(P,Z,RFTA,yqlll,YPI~I,IP,KP,BFTAP,OO' 








TEST 4111 VALUES IISED, IF INCORRECT,RESET I~TEGR'TIJI\I VALUES 
AND GO TJ 750. 
710 
p: II 01l8S(VR 141-1111 D II.l T .1.0E-4 I .ANO.I OAeSe VlJI4·I-VlH ltl.l T .1.0E-41 




V~ 131 .. VR 141 






00 710 1&I,N 
YIIII)-YRSell 
r~eM.GT.1001 GO TO 800 
M=M+l 
GO TO 625 
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21 MAT'll 
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780 IFIINOUT.f.Q.II.J~.INOUr.eQ.3,.nR.(T.GT.TMAX" G) TO 800 
IFI~TIME.GT.OI 30 TO 625 
WRITEI6,It050, T.IVRCI',I .. I,6"RENOlD 
IITPIEaNSTEP-l 




805 C aNTI fo4UE 
GJ Tn 105 
D~ FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
1000 FOPMATI2IS,6FIO.51 
O 1005 FJRMATI8FI0.~1 1010 FQR~ATI8FI0.51 
1015 FJRMATI8EI0.1t1 
O 
2000 I=JRMATIlH ,8G16.71 
2010 FJQMATISH R AQ~AYI 
2020 "'JRMATI9HOPC AR~AY' 
O 
2030 FJRMATI12HOAlP~A ARRAYI 
2040 FJRMATI8~OZ A~~AY' 
Z050 FJRMATI7HOlAMADAI 
2060 "'JR~ATIIHI,2S~ THE ORTHJGONAL NUMAEP 15,13"" 
O 2070 FORMATllt6HOA SJLUTION CANNOT BE 08TAINED AT THIS STATJ~II' 2080 I=JR~ATIIHO,43H lFTfR la, VII,11 .GT. Z. CP*CIP. EII,I) .. ,FI5.2' 2081 "'ORMATIIHO,49H nJ 20 lOOP, VII,Ktll .GT. 2.*CP*TIP. VII,K+II·, 
O 
1 1=15.2' 
2090 FJR~ATIIIHORETA ARRAY/llX,8GI6.111 
213J FJRMATI8HOV ARRAV/llX,8GI6.711 
2110 FaR~ATI42HOTHE PASSAGE IS CHOKEO WITH A MASS FLOW OF,GI6.7' 





































l150 FOR~ATC1HO,~K,I~HlAMAOA, K = 1"I),/,18G15.511 
2160 ~)RI4I1T11HO,5X,11HAlPHA, I "' 1"llol,CftGI5.511 










~020 F JR lolA T C 1HO, lOX, ~~RHnp, 11X ,4HO UP, 14K, 1 HH, 11 X, <\HTMAX, lOX, 5HETA-N, 
1 10x,5HFTA-T,I,CF15.2,3E15.4,lF15.311 
~030 FJRI4ATC1HO, 9X,~HVRl11,iOX,5HVP.11',10X,5HVRI31,10X,5HV~141,lOX, 
1 5HVIII5I,lOX,5HVRI6 1,/(&rt5. 311 
~O~O FJR14ATI1HO,62H ~A~TIClE ~OT I~ PASSAGF AT FIIIST POINT GIVEN, GO TO 
1 "'IEXT CASEI 
~050 FJR'4ATIlH ,El5.7.,1FI5.~1 
~060 FQRMATI1HO,E1~.2,1F15.41 
~010 F)Q'4ATll~O,~H '4 =,1101 
4080 FJR~ATC17HO?RI~T DATA EVERY,ll,lX,lHSTEPCSl1 
~090 F)RI4ATCIHO,13K,IHT,10X,5HVR'1',10X,5HV~Cl,,10X,5HVRC31,lOX, 
1 5~VRC41,10X,5HVqI51,10X,5HYRC61,9X,6HRFNOlOI 
5000 F)RMATC29H PAHr:lE 1I0ll'4CED OFF SlIIiFACE,l51 
5010 FORMATI32HOSIMILARITV PARAMETERS. OElTIl =,F10.~,5~,5HTAU :,EIZ.4,
 
1 5X,6HRECR =,EI2.~1 
e"40 
~I!'''r' Tlr-.~ P\~(Il( ,V,A.P.,CI 
l"'CI T( IT ;'~61 "'F 1 t-J.l.(-ll 
r 
-- .. - -.-. 
~ "'Jq'lfTTTr-.r. FADr C~lClt.Al£S (rEFfICIE~TS A, ." C CF n·e PAPAI!CLA 
r V = A~l(**' • P.l( • C, P~5SI~G l~ROUGH THREE GIVEN x.~ PCI~TS 
r 
rT~"~qr.'" YI:I.vl~1 
r 1 =lC ,'I '-11 (l I 
r: ;; = 1 V I 2)-" Ii " I C • '-2 I -)I 11 I I 
~=Ir:l.r'-VI~I+VCtII/Cl/C'f~I-'1311 
lI~r'--O(t I+lCI;> IIJIot 
r. .. "111-XI' I"P-llI 11 •• ,." 
ll~TII·~ 
Ft-r 
The function routine RUNGE has been removed from the 
puoliehed form of this report to protect the copyright 
of the authors of Reference 5. 




















21 ~ONTIN DATE :II 75345 
SUf4RnUTlNE CrJ'HI"'CXfST,\'CAlC,INI),Jl,VGIV,XOft t 
IVPllCIT P.[AI.8'IA-H,~-lt 
OIMENSION XI3I,\,I~1 
til: All sNCAlU 1 D I=IIN).NE.l.A~O.NCAll.CT.SOt Gn T~ 160 
GO TO Ila,3u,40,~O,60,80,133I,I"O 
C ••••• FIRST CAll 






KE S T.XE ST+XDEl 
RETUR .. 
20 1"'0-3 
vo t ·VCAlC 
K I ·U· KEST 
























GO TO 70 
60 YI ll-YCAlC 
XC U-XEST 




IFCOISCR.LT.O.OI GO T~ 110 








79 IFeXEST.GT.KI311 GO TO 95 
IFexeST.lT.XIIII GJ TO 90 









































1 ~ j 
I 
oZl 
R~ IFI~EST.GT.KI'" ~O TO 5~ 
IFIKFST.lT.Kllll Gn TO ~O 
YI ZI =YCALC 
KIZlzKEST I. GO TO 10 
~ ••••• T~IRO OR LATE~ :All I SOLUTIO" EXISTS. 
C ••••••• *AJf RIGHT Jq LEFT SHIFT RFOUIQEO. 
Ii qO 1'10-5 










C ••••• qIGHT SHIFT 
'll YI It''YIZ) 
XClI=XIZI 
YIZI=YI]) 
[I XI Z I =X I ]1 XE STaX 131 +XOEL 
RETURN 
OATt: .. 1o;O~5 
l·r- ••••• T~'PO O~ LATER CALL - APPFARS Tn BE CHO<EO 110 XEST--BPB/Z./APA 
- 1'110:7 
IFIXI11.LE.XEST.A'II0.XEST.lE.X(3)1 RFTUR'\I 
U·· IFIXFST.LT.Xllll GO TO 90 GO TO 95 
: ••••• FJURTH OR LATER :ALL - PROBABLY CHOKED 
U 130 IFIYCALC.GE.YGIVI GO TO ao 1'II0-1[) RETURN 
~* ••••• NO SOLUTION FJJ'IO I'll 50 ITFRATIONS 










I~PLICIT REAl.a (A-H,O-ZI 
DIMENSION FISOI,ANSI501 
00 10 1=1.'11 
lell.EQ.ll ANSll'.O.O 
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IMPLICIT PEAl-8 CA-H,O-Z. 
OIM~~SIO~ RCZ1,2l.,ZC21,21.,VRC6' 
~JUT=O 
00 20 (=l,MX 
IFcn48SCZCI,l'-ZCI,~MX".LT.1.0E-lZ' GO TO 10 
4.CRCI,l'-R(I,K~X"'CZCI,l'-ZCI,KMKII 
", .. RC I,l'-A-ZU,U 
:~ TEST-A*YR(5I.8 
IFCPTEST.LE.Y~Cl" GO TO 30 
GO TO 20 
10 IFCZII,11.GE.YPC5I' GO TO 30 
20 CONTI~UE 
30 t P=I 
tFCIP.NF..11 Gl TO 40 
NOUT"'l 
RE TURN 
40 IFIIP.NE.MX' GO TO 50 




OLl 10 Ka l,KMX 




IF(VRC1 •• lE.RTESf) GO TO 80 
GO TO 70 
60 tFCZ(IP,K,.GE.VR(S'. GO TO 80 
70 ClNTI~UE . 
80 KP=K 
IFIKP.NE.11 GO TO 90 
"JUT"'2 
RETURN 
90 IF(KP.NE.KMX' GJ TO 100 
tFIOlaSCZCIP.KPI-ZCIP-1.KPII.lT.1.0E-121 GO TO 110 
IFCYP(l'.lT.RTEST' GO TO 100 
NOUT-4 
100 RETURN 
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INPLICIT RFAl.B CA-H,O-l' 
~IMENSION YRC&I,RC?I,lC2"ETACZ' 
IFCOA8SClCZ\-lCl".LT.l.OE-12' ~l TO 100 
IFCDABSIRCZI-RC1".lT.I.OE-lZI GO TO 200 
S14-CRCZ,-RCllIlClCZI-ZClII 
IFCOABSCYRC611.lE.l.OE-12' GO TO 10 




GO TO 30 
10 n-YRC 5' 
~S-SM.ClB-ZC111+~111 
GO TO 30 
ZO RB-YRIl' 
ZS-IRB-Relll/SM+lC11 
GO TO 30 
100 I=COASSCYRCZII.LT.1.OE-121 GO TO liD 
P14-YRCZtlYRe61 
R8 s PM·IZC11-YRe511+YRell 
Z8sze 11 
GO TO 30 
110 RS .. YRllI 
lS-Zlll 
GO TO 30 
ZOO I=IDABSCYRI611.LT.l.0E-121 GO TO Z50 
P14-YRI Z IIYRC 61 
RS-RIlI 
ZSaCRB-YRllll/PI4+YRC51 












































~> It J m ____ J ___ ... __ J J L _____ J_~ __ 
lEVEl ZI SPLINT 
SUBROUTINE ~~~!'r IX,y,~,l,~AX,YINTI 
IMPLICIT REAL"'8 (A-H,O-Z I 
DUE .. 75045 15.'27144 
I OI~FNSION XIS1I,YI501,SI50I,AI50I,81501,CI501,FI501,WC501,SBC50l, 
IGI50I,EMI50I,ZI50l,YINTC501 
COMMOIII 0 
I~TEGER Q I 
OJ 1:) laZ,N 
iii SIII=XIlI-XCI-lI 
I, 10 :nNTlNllE 
n 
1'40= 111-1 
00 :'0 1:2,NO 
AIII=S([116.0 
All ':ISI IltSI It1l113.0 











Ii ~o 30 1=2.N 
I· II WII':8111-A11'*S811-1I . ~ SBCI,=CClIIWltI • Ii 30 GIII=IFIII-AClI*GCJ-lIlfWII' l.l EMIN' -GIN' 
I 00 40 I"Z,N 'u K:~Hl- I 40 ~MIK'=GIK'-S81<I*EMIKtl' OJ 90 I:l,MAX K=2 





GJ TO 90 
IFIZII'.LT.Il.I~XI1'-.1*XI2I"WRITE 16,10JOlllU 
GO TO 85 
FORMAT 117H OUT OF RANGE Z 'F10.61 
IFIZCI'.GT.Il.l.XI~I-.l.Y,IN-I"1 WRITE C6,lOOO'ZIII 
K=1Ij 
GO TO 85 
70 I~CZII'-XCKII 85,75,80 
75 YINTC 1'=YIK' 





n 85 YINTll' = EMCK-l'.IXIKI-ZII"**3/6./SC<I+EMIKI.IZII'-XI~-111**316. I/SIKI+IYIK"SIKI-EMIKI*SIKI/6.'*llIII-XIK-1II+CYI<-llISIKI-e~IK-ll 
Z*SIK'/6.'*IXIK,-lCI', 
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EXalIIple 
The eXalIIple case presented here used the ft., slug, second 
system of units. The gas flow conditions correspond to inlet 
stagnation conditions of standard sea level air. The output 
that describes the mass flow through th~ turning vortex ia 
contained on the firat 5 pages of the output here. The output 
variables are the gas angle with respect to the meridional plane, 
~, and the velocity in terms of VIVcr ' 
The particle used in the eXalIIple has a specific gravity of 3 
and a diallleter of approximately 24 microns. Initially the 
particle has a velocity in the tangential direction with a 
velocity of 1000 rad/sec. The trajectory data indicatea that 
this particle moves outward ulltil it strikes the outer surface, 
where it bounces. The bounce drivea the particle back into the 
inlet of the turning vortex • 
The following pages contain a computer code aheet with 




jo;F"'" ,. - '~'-."~"- 'C '~"""""r~~'" "~,,,,-.,~~,. 
" ~~ $$;:;&.4#14 bMt., £ "",~.,.""",,,..... .. ~._,..,._,..~,~_ 
'~'~~."""'~'~"" ·'""' .... ~~-.~ ..... ~"""_A""' .. j ii''''' a e",U;#!Ii:;e::;: (:';,2\4;; g JO. II P"f'! 
r=;; I~ :=~ ! ___ : t_. ~-1--:: .-~-. :..-------. !--. ,- ,---, i .. , __ " .. , 0" .~ .............. .. ~,-- . .... """""'~ 
.---'-" 1 
.,-,.-! 
.-Y~--·I It',. .. '1 ...... ..... 
VANpY Example Case fOr NliSA Report 
,; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213 141516 17 18192021 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3'1 3233 34 35 36 37 38 394041 4243444546 4748 4950 5) 52 5354 55 56 5758 596061626364 6566 6768 69 70 71 7273 74 1516 7178 798Q 
i 110 17 Ie. IO'''OZ51~ 111.1e!a!soo 0.287l.50~ '" tl~RDI :G~loiu:p A ~f"" ""'f"" ..... f""1-" Jd:: 
i I .4 I~OI2. 51a.7 ~.obiZ2& O.nl ~ ~ v~ vf"" f""~ ",f"" f"" f"" ..... ~~ ~ 
;-0.01'(;" -0.02'" -0.025833 -·o.o~olaslf -0.0:31"l75'1'I -O.03"1!ii!.f5lc !-o.04a33i3 I 
, 1":'0 -14.80 -16.500 -30.000 -~0.900 -~0.2.,~ -~3.7oio I -m5.0010 
i -8,.100 -10. o~ 
12 I 4 . ,10 'l. , 14 , 1 21 4 • q iAl Ii. I 5. , 1 121 5 • Zi8 12 I 5 • 41.5 2 I IS .,I~ 
; E xlA M plL E - .1 S 1 ,e AS E' f"" ~ '" J..-" 
; O. I "b,Il-1 4'112. G 1~1\9 .IE 11711,. Alii! 1 ,·Il ~ i:::~ ~ ~ Ir/,eRO '" 
11817. a 0 • 717 ,,, - It: • I" -1-1 0 • 1 i1:I - I 1.1" I. 0 ~"~I-" ~ f"" Mo UP'" 
i 0.l05 O. le.lt'! 1000.0 0.0001 o.~~ ~~ ~I-" ~ f"" 8 r'" 
i lIo~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~v ~v v v~ v~ ~~ ~ ~ v~ Vv ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
i~clditlonal ,P."II..cl/e trajectories .. el" ... ,.as'a C",,"d Gro .. ~ 8 he"[j:. f""~ i.-
~tJhe~e sets a e staked one aft.er the othl.I.... .... ~v f"" ..... ",I-' 1£ RD ~ 
f ,.... ~v r"~ .... f"" ~~~UP~ 
l I-' ~ ~~ v ~ ~ 
I ,.... ~v ~v ~v ~~ .~~ ~~ ~v ~~ vv~ ~~ ~v ~ ~v v~ v ~~ ~~ ~v .... V f""v ~ ~ 
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l 
• 
_.1 I ___ 1 ___ 1 ~---~---
-_.-
, lEVEL 21 SPLINT DATE • 15045 15/21144 
I=CO.EQ.16' WRITFCb,1010' N,MAX,CXCI.,YCI',ZCI',YI~TCJ.,I.I,~XA' 
11010 FORMAT CZXZ1HIIIO. OF POINTS GIVE~ .,n,30M, NO. OF unERPOlATED POI l~TS _,13,/IOX5HX 15X5HY lZXllHX-INTERPOl.9X11HY-INTERPOl./C4 
2EZO.81. 






IMPLICIT REAl*8 IA-H,O-Z. 
DIMENSION RI21,21.,ZlZI,211,AI21.21"OlZ"ODI2. 
DO 10 1"1.2 
U-1P+I-1 
1FIOA8SIZIIA,KP-l'-ZIIA,KPI,.lT.l.0E-1ZI GO TO 5 
IFIOA8SIRIIA,KPI-RIIA.KP-III.lT.I.0E-12. GO TO 6 
AMzCRIIA,KPI-RIIA.KP-11I/IZIIA,KP'-ZIIA,KP-111 
81=RIIA,KP-II-AM*ZIIA.KP-1. 
RZ .. RP+ZP/AM 
ZA .. I82-811*AM/IAM**2+1.01 
RA-82-ZMAM 
GO TO 10 
5 RA .. RP 
ZA=ZIU,KP-ll 
GJ TO 10 
6 RA"RIU,KP-ll 
-ll ZA-ZP 10011'=OSORTIIRA-RPI**2+IZA-ZPI**21 
OT=Olll+OlZI 














IMPLICIT REAl*8 CA-H.D-ZI 
1=IOA8SIRENOL) •• LT.l.0E-1ZI REIIIOLO-l.OE-lZ 
IFIRENOLO.LT.I.01 GO TO 26 
IFIIRENDLD.GE.1.O •• ANO.IRENOlD.lT.1.OE311 GO TO 21 
O CO=OGFC*O.ft RETURN 
26 COaOGFC*Ift.5+2ft.O/RENOLDt 
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c. 1""'-190-01 G.16.24~1,.,-al 
-!\."IIIIIlt"r .fO-·1) ... ".''Illllt'(.n-,!1 -t., !e'!"co-( J -Q. lOZ5.J ... IlO-C 1 -C.!4 UOIlC:O-Ol -a .. !t2S000D-O'1 -C .... t,)3lJ100D-Ol 
..... a IIRI" 
-l,.,anao -tA.~OGClC -u.!OCCO -1'1.500\10 "'11.'0000
 -U.!GOOO -11.'0000 
i' .... n. 
,.4.",OGO l1'.11C( 2'1'4.,.",", ZU.UJO 21!.ZlaC 2l!.«II5UO 
lUi.eoaO 
.' •• _5 
0.1,. ... "41.1: .. 0\ 






! ' .. , r., .. r:l;n'U:l Hl'.lti''' IS • 
~. , I ••• ¥' 
('I. 'tOl'1~' 0" ]QcR'H2 
, , .. " 
14.1!"" 76 11 12264 1I.l5nl n.'15~l Ii.UUJ
 
G.1CC'ilt! D.6e'U61 C.612lln 0.661"'91 0 • .,,1
2 ... 5 
.----... -~~ ----. 
G.1Gt;tl120 0.3136913 t.llt""" O.!21~91' 1.llsa.7' 
r •• n'~""'n·r.l 0.\ !r."""qn .. Q t n.l !""U'ilO-OJ o.116:Hi8D-CII (. Uf14.fD-G1 0.22:124910-0
'1 0.1.""'6"10-01 
It .... ¥' 
-O.,""'At1Qr.-Ql -G.21161COO-011 -6.2 !!!!'COD-D 1 -0. !0250aOD-OI -C.!lt 1500GO--o1 "'O.lt;ZSO
OQD-a'l -0."131:1000-01 
It ", ••••• V 
-'0'.001100 
, , ... ". 
"14 ... ~crc 










-10.00000 -3e.00000 -30.00000 -JO.ooool 
Jl'.llull U!.ZIOO 2U.4SOG uS.ICce 
76.'1!.!4 tl.!!". ".un7 11.12910 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The programs that are included here illustrate the general 
complexity of the problem of determininq particle trajectorie. 
in a turbomachine. In tracing the particles all the way through 
a radial inflow turbine, the constantly changing nature of the 
flow requires that each region of the flow be considered indi-
vidually. These programs are used to study the particle tra-
jectories through each of these regions. 
.. 
The programs have been developed over a three year period 
and some of the programs have subroutines that were stepping 
stones to the more complex routines that are explained in the 
section entitled, "General Numerical Techniques". Users of 
these programs might consider improvements by using the sophis-
ticated subroutines instead, particularly the programs that do 
not allow variable particle restitution coefficients. The sub-
routine RESTCO, eltplained previously, can be used to descr ibe 
in general the r~stitution coefficients. Experience has shown-
that the use of constant restitution coefficients less than 1.0 
causes the particles to come to rest. 
Several other programs, specifically the SCRL2D and STATOR 
programs could be improved with the addition of more realistic 
boundaries. In the scroll program, the solution of the gas flow 
is (me-d:cmensional and the particle trajectories are two-dimensional. 
A better solution of the gas flow in this region might provide a 
slightly different particle trajectory pattern. In the stator 
program, the hub to shroud distance has been assumed constant, 
although in most real turbines, this distance is a function of 
the radius. Inclusion of this factor might lead to some interest-
ing results in the study of particle trajectories in the radial 
turbine. These programs could be the basis of a very large program 
that could use a Monte Carlo Technique to study erosion rates from 
turbine internal surfaces. 
147 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This report has presented the computer programs that have 
been used to study the trajectories of particles in the radial 
inflow turbine. These proqrams can be used to investiqate the 
trajectories of particles in radial inflow turbines, and provide 
information concerninq the locations where particles strike the 
surfaces. This information can be used to predict the are •• 
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.... r=: ~ I.::". r:::::::::::: L--._~ r:::::::: r::::::::: 
(Table 1. Coefficients of Polynomial, ai, 
Describing Variation of 
Tangential Restitution Coef-
ficient with Incidence Angle· 
Coefficient of Nwnber Value of Coefficient 
1 1.819024 
2 5.117122 




7 - 24.478854 




10 - 1.979996 
---- ----
*Angles expressed in radians 
... -. ~,,~.
-
r---' b--,_" . ....... , .. ..---c., -, ~';;l I\WI ...... -
Table 2. Coefficients of Polynomial 
Describing Variation of 
Normal Restitution Coefficient 
with Incidence Angle· 
Coefficient of Number Value of Coefficient 
1 5.721469 
I 









9 - 50.498187 
10 9.676744 
*Angles expressed in radians 
! 
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! 
GAS FLOW INTO TURBINE I 
NOZZLES 
VORTEX , I 
ROTOR 
NOZZLE~ ..,.....p> ......... -
VORTEX 
ROTOR 
GAS FLOW OUT 
OF TURBINE 
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s..;;:-1).--'6~eec .....  _-r,~cpu TIMBS 
I 
I 
T1me Increment •• conde 
FIGURE 2. ROUND OFF AND TRUNCATION ERRORS INHERENT Ifl 
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~ :~ III 
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Ii iii .• 
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/ 
READ GAS FLOW DATA 
.. , 
I'READ PARTICLE DATA 








COl!PLETE INTEGRATE ONE 









( AVERAGE GAS' 
PROPERTIES } NO 







NO THIS PART.:. 
ICLE? 
YES 
FIGURE 3. TYPICAL FLOW CHART 
153 
RllSET INTEGRATION ST"P 
TO USE CORRECTED 
AVERAGE VALUES 
Ato 




















































































POint P.B that 1a cslculated 
it surtace 2 is used to 
describe aurtace. 
FIGURE 5. FIRST TYPE OF BOUNCE NEAR SURFACE NODES 
Correct PB 
, 
, ... , ... 
L~n~::~t-1~ calculated 




FIGURE 6. SECOND TYPE OF BOUNCE NEAR SURFACE tlODES 
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Surface - 2024 Alwn1nwn 
Particle - 5102 
o Data given in Reference 6 
tor incidence velocity - 76.2 m/aec. 
1/ n - 1.0 - "'1(8) Y'2(V) 
where '" 1 (~ ) ., to 8nIJ n 
n-l 
and >"2(76.2) ~ 1.0 
Incidence Angles degrees 





















.. t::::I c:: t::::! r::::::: t=: t=: L...., I . 





















Surface -_2024 Alum1num 
Particle - 5102 
() Data given in Reference 6 
for 1n~1dence angles of 45° • 
'1l n • 1.0 - 'fl ( P ) 'f2 ( V ) 
where 'f'l ( (J ).. 'f'l (45°) 
and ~2( V ) • 0.65 ( 1.0 _ e-V 124.5) 
o 
Incidence Velocity meter5/secor,d 
120 
INFLUENCE OF UICIDErICE VELOCITY ON NOR1'1AL RESTITUTION 
cnEFF I C IPIT 
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J J I l ___ J_J_ 
Material I 
Surtace - 2024 Aluminum 
Particle - S102 
v - ° 1.0r---------_____ -4.:....._ 
0.8 
v - 11.0 m/cec. 
v - ,0.5 m/aec. 




Incidence Angle degree a 






























































Surta.e - 2024 All1111inlft 
Partiale - Si~ 
o Jleta siven in Reterenoe 6 
ro. inoidenoe velooit~ • 76.2 .t.eo. 
-
1lt • 1.0 - 4>1 (~, ) ~2(V ) 
where ,s1 • r bn,B n 
n-l 
and ~ 2(76.1) • 1.0 
60 
Inoidenoe Ansle degrees 
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Surrace -_2024 Aluminum 
Particle - Si02 () Data given In Reterence 6 
tor lneldence englee ot 45°. 
11 t· 1.0 - .1( fJ ) t62(V ) 
where "'1 (~ ) • '&1(45°) 
end ~2(V). V/16•2 
~ 
Incidence Velocity meters/second 
~ 
100 









t i&cl2 i.S'II" rflll,,_"" '., --' 



























8vrece -_ 2024 A1111111nllB 
'art101e - 8102 
1.0~ ____ .... ~ ............................ ~ .... __ ~ 
v-o 
v • 16.2 III/lleo. 
g 
... 0.5 












Ino1,1enoe Angle degree II 
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